SELF DIRECTION GUIDE

Manhattan Office – 333 7th Ave 9th Fl NY NY 10001 Manhattan office
LI Office – 110 Jericho Tpke Suite 101 Floral Park NY 11001 516-292-3000

Contact: FI Program Manager – Jennipher Solis – jsolis@cfsny.org 516-292-3000 ext 402, fax 516-292-4090
Director – Linda Schellenberg – lschellenberg@cfsny.org 212-629-7939 ext 217

Welcome to Self-Direction if you have received this guide, you or a loved one have a Self-Direction Plan and you have chosen The Center for Family Support to be your Fiscal Intermediary. Self-Direction (formerly Consolidated Supports and Services) are Medicaid funded services that allow individuals with special needs to exercise control over their budget and have a say as to whom they work with. While Self Direction can be a life changing addition to someone’s life, there comes several responsibilities for an individual and his or her circle. These responsibilities include but are not limited to recruiting and hiring staff, training and overseeing staff, and completing monthly paperwork.

Also reference the following:

- OPWDD ADM for Community Habilitation, Fiscal Intermediary, Brokerage, IDGS and Respite. (Opwdd.ny.gov)
- OPWDD SD Guidance for Providers
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SELF – HIRED SUPPORT STAFF:

Hiring Staff: While you are responsible for selecting and conditionally hiring your employees, CFS is the employer of record and must comply with all state and federal mandates. As the employer of record, we conduct background checks to clear your staff before they can begin working and we also pay your staff’s paychecks. Anyone you wish to conditionally hire as Support Staff must complete the application process and background checks before they are able to begin working and are paid. Once the staff is cleared, he or she will be contacted either by email or phone. If the potential staff person is not officially cleared by CFS and he or she submits timesheets, he or she will not get paid. The only requirements in regard to staffing is that the potential staff person must be 18 years of age, a legal citizen, complete an application, submit to and pass a background check. If you wish for staff to meet additional requirements, you determine these criteria. The participant and their circle are responsible to find their own staff.

Hiring Family Members:

There are specific restrictions regarding self-hired staff who are related to the Self Direction participant. Relatives can be paid service providers as long as the following criteria are met:

1. The person must be at least 18 years of age.

2. They are not parents, legal guardians, spouses, or adult children of the participant.

3. The service is a function not ordinarily performed by a family member.

4. The service is necessary, authorized, and would otherwise be provided by another qualified provider of waiver services.

5. The relative does not reside in the same residence as the participant.

Required State Trainings For Support Staff:

- All support staff must annually complete state mandated training including Incident Abuse Identification, Reporting, and Processing training. Failure to complete the training at hire and as requested annually could result in suspension or termination of employment. Human Resources will be sending requests to complete required trainings. All trainings are self-study and will be online through a software called Proprofs. New staff and existing staff will receive emails with a link to the trainings online through Proprofs. All other training of staff is done by the participant, family, and circle.

Additional Training for Job Coaches and Developers (NEW SEMP GUIDELINE as of 7/1/15)

- Supported Employment staff hired after July 1, 2015 must complete at least 24 hours of OPWDD’s Innovations in Employment Support Trainings within 12 months and provide training documentation to our Human Resources Department.

- Supported Employment staff who were job coaches and developers prior to July 1, 2015 must obtain 24 hours of OPWDD’s Innovations in Employment Support Trainings by June 30, 2017 and provide training documentation to our Human Resources Department.
• Upon completion of either above requirement, SEMP Staff must continue to attend OPWDD’s Innovations in Employment Support Trainings and obtain at least 6 hours of continuing education annually and provide training documentation to our Human Resources Department.

Timesheets/Medicaid Billing Sheets:
• All timesheets must be received by the date on the payroll schedule.
• Please make sure that the timesheets are filled out in their entirety including the:
  • Participant’s name
  • Staff’s name
  • Appropriate title (i.e. Community Habilitation, Job Coach, Job Developer or Respite) for each Support Staff to ensure the correct pay rate is given.
• As per Medicaid regulations, staff are unable to provide support to participants once they are admitted and considered an “inpatient” in the hospital. Staff can help transport participants to and from the hospital but they cannot get paid to stay in the hospital to support the individual. They can also support the individual while in the emergency room. This is considered double billing to Medicaid.
• Please always report the dates of hospital admission and discharge to the FI Program Manager
• Staff cannot work more than 40 hours in a work week (Saturday - Friday). He or she can work Community Habilitation, Job Coaching, and Respite hours-however; never more than 40 hours with one or several positions combined.

Pay Raises:
• The pay rate must be established in the approved budget. If it is not already in the approved budget, a cost neutral change can be completed to request it be added into the approved budget. The cost neutral change would be signed by the participant, broker, DDRO and FI.

Staff ID Badge
• Many places will allow staff into places for free or at reduced admission with a staff id badge. If you are interested in getting a staff ID badge, please send a photo electronically to FI Program Manager

Paid Time Off:

Full Time Status – (Regular schedule of 30 hours or more per week) – 15 days of their daily scheduled hours.

Part Time Status – (Regular schedule below 30 hours per week) – 5 days of their daily scheduled hours.

The above staff will have a paid time off allotment as soon as they start based on their status. This allotment will be held by anniversary year (anniversary date is the employees hire date). There is no carry-over of paid time off. However, on each anniversary date the allotment will be refilled. If there is a change of status, the amount of PTO will be either added or decreased.
Per Diem – (No regularly scheduled hours) – No Paid Time Off Benefit. Will accrue 1 hour after 80 hours worked, up to the maximum of 5 days per year. This is based on NYC Paid Sick Leave act and is not given up front but rather accrued.

Ex: Employee has a hire date of 2/12/15 and they are full time because their schedule is 30 hours per week on a regular basis. We will allocate 15 days (6 hour days) in their paid time off “bank”. If they only use 13 days by 2/11/16, they will lose the 2 days, but on 2/12/15, their bank will reflect 15 days again.

Paid time off (PTO) lumps together any time off being requested payment for (sick, holiday, vacation, personal). This benefit is for paid time off during the employees employment with CFS and as a result, the employee will not receive any unused time upon separation from employment (no cashing out). CFS will be comparing employee hours worked vs. employee status on a routine basis to ensure that the status is accurate and will make adjustments as needed in concert with the individual/family.

Since this is a self-directed program and the individual/family is the managing employer, you must obtain prior approval from the individual/family to take paid time off (for any purpose other than sick).

If you are calling in sick, due to the NYC paid sick leave act, you are entitled to use paid time off to care for yourself or another (see details on paid sick leave act at the bottom of this email.)

If you are requesting to use paid time off, you will need to indicate this on your timesheet.

Ex: Employee has contacted individual/family in advance to inform them that they are taking off on 2/12/15. On the timesheet for date 2/12/15, put the total hours off in the hours box and write across the row Paid time off. Do not put a start/stop time. The total hours should mirror their scheduled daily hours. So if they typically work 8 hours, they should indicate 8 hours.

If employees would like to know how much paid time off remains in their “bank”, have the employee email CFS directly.

Workers Compensation:
• If an employee is hurt while working with you, he or she should seek medical help if necessary. Upon seeking medical help, they should let the medical facility know they were hurt on the job and give them the address to CFS. They also need to contact Human Resources to get the necessary forms to complete. These forms are required to be submitted to our insurance carrier within 24 hours of the injury.

Disability/FMLA/Paid Family Leave:
• If an employee is out sick for more than a week for their own illness they could be eligible for disability benefits.

• Please ask them to contact Human Resources so we may get them the necessary forms to see if they are eligible for disability.
Disciplinary Actions/Resignation/Termination:

- There may be times that you have some performance issues with your employee. Performance issues could be absences, not completing necessary documentation, not completing tasks as required, and many other concerns – please call Human Resources or your broker. We will help you deal with the concerns you have.

- If an employee resigns please notify us immediately so that we may complete the necessary documentation for the resignation.

- If an employee needs to be terminated, notify us as well because there are protocols that need to be taken care of to terminate them from our system.

Corporate Compliance:

- Our Corporate Compliance Officer’s contact information and our hotline number can be found on our website at www.cfsny.org. Any questions or concerns can be directed to our hotline or to our Corporate Compliance Officer directly at 212-629-7939

Incident Reporting:

- We are mandated by New York State to Report certain classifications of incidents and abuse and neglect. Each staff member is required to report incidents as they occur, find out about them or are observed. Questions in regards to incidents, to report any incidents or to discuss whether something is an incident can be directed to our Director of Quality Assurance at 212-629-7939.

REIMBURSEMENTS

Submitting Reimbursement:

- We bill for goods and services based on the date that we are paying for the invoice. Use an expense sheet to itemize the goods and services, dates, amounts and category. Attach legible receipts or invoices. After submitting an expense report or mileage form, please expect a 10-15 day turnaround for a reimbursement check.

INDIVIDUAL DIRECTED GOODS AND SERVICES (IDGS)

Individual Directed Goods and Services (IDGS) is an HCBS Waiver Service. IDGS are services, equipment or supplies not otherwise provided through OPWDD’s HCBS Waiver or through the Medicaid State Plan that address an identified need in a participant’s service plan. The services, equipment or supplies must:

- Relate to a need or goal identified in the Individualized Service Plan

- Be for the purpose of increasing independence or substituting for human assistance, to the extent the expenditures would otherwise be made for that human assistance

- Promote opportunities for community living and inclusion

- Be able to be accommodated without compromising the participant’s health or safety

- Be provided to or directed exclusively toward the participant.
Camp:

- Funding may be requested for the cost of summer camp in New York State. Summer camp is considered Memorial Day to Labor Day. Camps can be either focused on supporting individuals with disabilities or open to the general public. It must be directly related to a valued outcome in the ISP.

Submitting for Reimbursement for Camp: In order to get reimbursed for camp, please lay out the money first and submit for reimbursement using a completed expense report. Attached to the expense report please include:
- A flyer or brochure explaining the camp (what it is, when, and how much it costs)
- An invoice from the camp showing when the child will be going or has gone
- Proof of payment (cancelled check, credit card statement, etc.)
- An ISP with a valued outcome directly related to camp

If the family or participant does not have money to lay out and the camp will bill us directly, we can pay the camp directly.

Community Classes & Publicly Available Training or Coaching:

- Classes must be available to the general public in any subject area that relates to a person’s valued outcomes (Art, Dance, Exercise, Cooking, Computer Training, Etc.)

- Sessions with a private trainer (physical education/exercise) may be covered as long as the service relates to a valued outcome.

- Classes must be related to a habilitative need in the individual’s person-centered plan and not just for recreational purposes.

- Classes must be non-credit bearing; IDGS funding is for non-matriculated students. The class cannot be working towards a degree.

- When signing up for classes, please try to sign up for only a month of classes at a time. We are required to bill Medicaid monthly and are not supposed to be laying out for services that have not yet been used. If at all possible, please sign up for a month of classes or sessions at a time.

- Community classes can be reimbursed under IDGS as long as the classes result in active engagement and participation in integrated community settings. In order for Medicaid to reimburse us for classes, they have to meet very specific criteria.

- To find out if a class is reimbursable, please submit a flyer about the class to us for review. Please do not lay out for a class and expect to be reimbursed before getting the flyer preapproved us.

Criteria for Community Classes: A Community Class is considered “integrated” if all these four criteria are met:

1. The setting and class is open to the broader community.

2. The setting is not certified by OPWDD.

3. The setting results in interactions with other participants who do not have an intellectual or developmental disability (other than staff).

4. The class is not being run by OPWDD or a provider agency staff who are acting in their official capacities.
In determining if a class meets the standard of being “open to the general public,” the following five questions should be asked: 1. Is it taught by staff or run by an agency that provides OPWDD services to people with special needs? (NO) 2. Is it located on the grounds where OPWDD services for people with special needs are normally provided? (No) 3. Is it open to the public? (Yes) 4. Does it have published fees? (Yes) 5. Are people who are not OPWDD eligible going to the class (staff and parents do not count) (Yes)

Submitting for Reimbursement for Classes:

• In order to seek reimbursement for community classes, please lay out the money first and submit for reimbursement using a completed expense report. Attached to the expense report please include:

• A flyer or brochure explaining the class (brief description of class, who provides class (with contact information), intended audience, and cost of class)

• An invoice or bill from the class • W9 from the provider (company or person)

• Proof of payment (cancelled check, debit card/credit card statement, etc.)

• If the family or participant does not have money to lay out and the class will bill us directly on a monthly basis, we can pay for the classes directly.

Coaching or Education for Parents or Spouses

• IDGS funding is for Parent/Spouse/Advocate to attend/participate in educational opportunities (not covered by other public programs) that assist participants and those close to them to achieve goals established in the individual’s service plan.

• Self-directing individual is over age 18

• May Include registration and conference fees but does not cover travel or lodging

• Annual cap is $500.

Submitting for Reimbursement for Coaching or Education Parents or Spouses:

• In order to get reimbursed for coaching or education for parents or spouses, please lay out the money first and submit for reimbursement using a filled out expense report. Attached to the expense report please include:

• A flyer or brochure explaining the training

• An invoice or bill from the training

• Proof of payment (cancelled check, debit card/credit card statement, etc.)

Clinical Non-Direct Service Provision (Staff Trainers)

Clinical Non Direct Consultants/Independent Contractors are clinical specialists who are hired for the following purposes:

• To evaluate an individual’s community and/or supported employment habilitation plan
• To train support staff on how to carry out the plan and best work with the individual

• To evaluate the effectiveness of the self-hired staff in carrying out the services in the self-directed plan and make recommendations Clinical Non Direct Consultants/Independent Contractors are not permitted to provide direct therapy.

Clinician must provide their clinical licensing from the Office of Professions in New York State to Human Resources. Clinician must complete paperwork prior to any service delivery. Besides finding a licensed therapist, there are several requirements needed before the service can be approved and used. See below: There must be a prescription written and signed off on by participant’s medical doctor with the goal of treating a specific medical diagnosis and support a specific valued outcome. The licensed and approved therapist needs to:

Health Clubs/Organizational Membership’s Community Participation:

• Funding for a gym, health club or other community organization membership may be included in the self-directed plan for reasons of health, fitness or community integration in accordance with the participant’s valued outcomes.

• The membership is for the individual only and must be in his or her name; no family memberships!

• The club/organization must offer open enrollment to the public and cannot be a private club with a closed membership where membership is available by invitation only. o Before signing up for a membership, we suggest you obtain, in writing, the establishment’s policy on bringing a guest or the ability for the participant to bring their direct support staff, if they need or want. Submitting for

Reimbursement for Organizational Membership:

• We cannot pay membership dues up front and ask that the participant/family lay out for the membership and submit for reimbursement on a monthly basis.

• We must bill monthly. When signing up, please remember that we can only reimburse you on a monthly basis.

• Attach proof of the initial gym contract and how you paid for the month’s membership to a completed expense report. (Budget category for gym membership is organizational membership).

• After the first month, you will submit an expense report monthly with proof of how you paid for the membership. If you sign up for an annual membership and pay upfront, we can only reimburse you monthly.

• There is an annual cap of $1500 in this line.

Household Related Items and Services:

• This is an area under I/DGS where certain services or appliances can be reimbursed for those participants living on their own.

• The service or appliance must help the individual live more independently and/or help ensure their safety. (i.e. a microwave oven for someone who cannot safely use a stove or oven)
• The service or appliance must benefit the individual and be related to a valued outcome (related to health and safety).

• Household supports include cleaning, minor maintenance, snow removal, lawn mowing.

• Contact your Self Direction Coordinator to see if something is reimbursable under this category and find out how you would go about getting reimbursed.

Paid Neighbor:

• A paid neighbor is a person hired by the participant that is living on their own. This person can be available to him or her in an emergency situation and provide the appropriate “on call” supports.

• He or she must also become an employee of CFS by filling out an application and passing a background check. He or she must be cleared by our Human Resources Department before getting paid. This person is paid automatically with a monthly stipend (maximum $800).

• This person must live within 30 minutes of the participant.

• Prior to starting, there must also be a paid neighbor agreement in place signed off on by the paid neighbor and CFS as the Fiscal Intermediary. This agreement details the responsibilities of the paid neighbor.

• If a person is called upon to provide direct services with the participant for an extended period of time, he or she would be considered Community Habilitation Staff and should fill out the appropriate timesheet and billing sheet and get paid for an hourly wage.

• A paid neighbor cannot be related to the Self Direction participant by blood or marriage.

Self- Directed Staffing Support (Lead Staff):

• Assists with hiring and scheduling self-hired support staff and assists participant with related paperwork (i.e. timesheets, staff evaluations, monthly summary notes, expense reports, etc.).

• This person must go through a criminal background check and other required screenings to link up as an Independent Contractor.

• Payment cannot be more than $20 per hour.

• A Self Directed Staffing Support is paid monthly by filling out an invoice. The invoice must be submitted within 30 days following the last day of service.

• This staff person cannot work for non-profit agency and cannot be someone actively assisting the person in making decisions (not a family member).

• A Self-Directed Staffing Support cannot also work as an employee (Self Hired Community Habilitation, Job Coach, Job Developer or Respite) with the same participant.
Transitions programs for Individuals with Developmental Disabilities:

- Tuition for non-credit bearing transition programs for individuals with IDD who have already completed their educational program (i.e. ‘aged out’).
- The coursework must address a person's valued outcomes and address skill building and employment outcomes.
- Programs may be provided in non-site based settings on college campuses, but not in locations certified by OPWDD.
- Coursework may include training on personal care skills, and socialization skills, but this training is provided to support vocational outcomes for the person.
- To be funded via a person’s Self Direction Budget, the program cannot be funded by ACCESS-VR, IDEA or other funding sources.
- Services are time-limited and cannot exceed a two year timeframe. No room and board costs are fundable.
- Class limit is $350 per class and monthly it cannot exceed $800.
- Tuition invoice must be submitted prior to beginning of class or within 30 days of start of class.

Transportation:

Service-related IDGS transportation reimbursement takes several forms:

1. Staff person who drove his/her personal vehicle to a service-related activity or accompanied participant to service-related activity using public transportation

2. Participant who drove or was driven in his/her personal vehicle to service-related activity

3. Friend or family member who drove his/her personal vehicle to an activity directly relating to IDGS budget line (i.e. class, camp, membership). Staff person who drove his/her personal vehicle to a service-related activity or accompanied participant to service-related activity using public transportation

Reimbursable:

- When a participant is in the car with staff OR utilizing public transportation with staff to an activity/support/service directly related to a valued outcome/safeguard

Not Reimbursable:

- Using transportation like a “taxi service” (i.e. using staff to pick up participant and/or drop off participant without providing a service). For example: Staff drove participant to his/her paid employment position but did not provide on-site job coaching supports to participant.

- Transportation to and from OPWDD funded services which include the cost of transportation within billing (i.e. day habilitation programs).

- Transportation to and from medical appointments is NOT reimbursable because this duplicates a State Plan of service. Participant who drove or was driven in his/her personal vehicle to service-related activity
Reimbursable:

- When participant is using mileage OR public transportation for a service related activity/support/service directly related to approved IDGS budget line (i.e. community classes, health club membership) and directly related to a valued outcome/safeguard

Not Reimbursable:

- Transportation to and from medical appointments

- Transportation to and from OPWDD Programs where transportation costs are included in billing standard.

- Transportation to paid employment if self-directed employment services (i.e. job coaching, job development) are not received on that date. *Please Note: OTPS: Personal Use Transportation may be utilized for mileage that does not meet the IDGS: Transportation guidelines. Friend or family member who drove his/her personal vehicle to an activity directly relating to IDGS budget line (i.e. class, camp, membership).

Reimbursable:

- When a family member/friend drove participant to a service related activity/support/service directly related to approved IDGS budget line (i.e. community classes, health club membership) and directly related to a valued outcome/safeguard

NOT Reimbursable:

- transportation to family vacations or family gatherings

- transportation to and from medical appointments

- transportation to OPWDD Programs where transportation costs are included in billing standard

- any public transportation for family member/friend accompanying participant

Filling out a mileage form:

- When filling out a mileage form, please complete it in its entirety (month, participant name, and staff name) and submit it following the month transportation was used (i.e. send in September’s mileage in October).

- Please separate mileage forms by month (i.e. do not send in several months on the same form)

- When completing “Leaving From” and “Going To”-please enter the town you are leaving from and the town you are going to.

- Under purpose of travel write specific places you went and activities performed i.e. “supported at volunteer site-The Bristle Nursing Home”
Items that CANNOT be funded through IDGS

• Academic Tutoring - Academic tutoring is not funded through the IDGS. This service should be pursued through the school district or college setting. Academic tutoring/homework assistance is not an appropriate task for self-hired staff.

• Automatic pill dispenser/ medication system - Available through Assistive Technology, outside the person’s Self Direction Budget

• Cell Phones/Telephones - Funding for cell phones is not an allowable IDGS expense.

• Participants’ Activity Fees, Expenses, and Meals - Activity fees, expenses, and meals incurred by individuals are not reimbursed with IDGS funds and must be paid by the individual or his/her family.

• Personal Monitoring Systems - Available through State Plan

• Staff Activity Fees, Expenses, and Meals - Activity fees, expenses, and meals incurred by self-hired staff supporting individuals are not reimbursed with IDGS funds, but may be funded through OTPS.

• Direct Clinician service delivery and Therapies: Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy, Speech Therapy, Psychology (Medicaid state funded) - On-going therapies that are provided directly to the person are funded through the individual’s State Plan Medicaid Card or, if the individual is school-aged, through the local school district, and are not funded under IDGS.

• Experimental Therapies - Experimental therapies are not reimbursable in any clinical category within IDGS and are not a permitted expense in the OTPS payment category.

LIVE IN CAREGIVER (LIC):

• Live-In Caregiver (LIC) is an HCBS Waiver Service that allows a participant to utilize a person that is not related to the individual to reside in the same household as the waiver participant and provide as needed support to address the participant’s physical, social or emotional needs so the participant can live safely and successfully in his or her own apartment.

• In exchange for supporting the individual, the LIC’s portion of the rent, food, and utilities will be reimbursed. The participant must submit for reimbursement at the end of every month. To submit for reimbursement, please attach itemized receipts and bills to an expense report and submit these expenses monthly. We must reimburse the participant for money they laid out for the LIC’s food and utilities. The LIC's rent is typically paid directly to the landlord. We are not permitted to reimburse the LIC directly.

• If the Live-In Caregiver provides a habilitative service (not outlined in the LIC Agreement), the Live In Caregiver must fill out a Community Habilitation Support Staff timesheet/billing sheet to be paid for his or her hourly work.

• The Live in Caregiver cannot be related to the participant by blood or marriage to any degree.

• CFS must have an agreement stating specific services and responsibilities of caregiver. It must be signed by the participant, Live in Caregiver and the Fiscal Intermediary prior to taking effect.
• Live-In Caregiver must become an employee by filling out an application and passing a background check.

OTHER THAN PERSONAL SERVICES (OTPS):

• Other than Personal Services (OTPS) are service utilizing 100% state funds to help pay for items that are not funded through Medicaid.

• The maximum in this category is $3,000.

• Goods and services purchased with OTPS funds must relate to a valued outcome in the person’s ISP and increase independence or the ability to live safely in his or her home. The OTPS section of the budget is limited to the following categories of supports:

• Phone service – cell and/or land line

• Internet (in instances where a participant has a cable package, OTPS can be used for phone and internet only, but not the cable portion)

• Software related to the person’s disability

• Staff activity fees to cover meals, admissions, fees, transportation or other costs incurred by staff when providing support to the self-directing person in activities that support a valued outcome

• Staff advertising/recruitment costs

• Staff Training

• Personal Use Transportation

• Clothing (capped at $250)

• Board Stipend (must first request and be denied for food stamps) o No expendable, cleaning products, personal toiletries or supplies, etc.

• Utilities 16 • Other goods and services that increase independence

• Other goods and services related to health and safety Staff Activity Fees (only for Self Hired Staff and NOT permitted for participants)

• The main purpose of staff activity fees are for participants to be able to have their staff reimbursed for admission fees to recreational places in the community the participant wishes to attend that relates to a valued outcome (admission to a sporting event, concert, movies, bowling, museum, park admission, plays, etc.).

• State funds should not be used for meal reimbursement for staff unless the participant has a valued outcome in their habilitation plan and ISP pertaining to skills needed when eating out.

• As for meal reimbursement, we recommend that the reimbursements not exceed the allowed meal reimbursement of the IRS which is $7 for breakfast, $15 for lunch and $22 for dinner. Food drastically depletes the staff activity fee line and we urge families and participants to have staff bring their own meals while working. Submitting for reimbursement for Staff Activity Fees:
• Please complete an expense report and attach itemized receipts

FAMILY REIMBURSED RESPITE (FRR)

• Family Reimbursed Respite is a way for families to pay a person whom they trust (does not have to be an ISS staff person) to supervise their son or daughter, pay them directly, and get reimbursed through the Self Direction Budget.

• Family Reimbursed Respite is paid for with 100% State funds and is capped at $3,000 annually.

• The family designates the rate per hour. There is no set amount.

• A parent cannot be paid to provide Family Reimbursed Respite through a Self-Direction Plan.

• Anyone living in the same residence as the participant cannot be paid to provide Family Reimbursed Respite in a Self-Direction Plan.

• The person providing the respite must fill out a W9 in order for The Center for Family Support to be able to reimburse the person who laid out the money.

• The provider can no longer be paid directly. The family must lay out the money and submit for reimbursement using a family reimbursed respite expense report.

• Staff (employees) that work with the participant can also be paid through Family Reimbursed Respite. For Example: if a staff person works 40 hours in a week and a family is going away over the weekend the family can choose to pay the staff person additional money through FRR to provide respite to the participant while the family is away for the weekend. Staff cannot work more than 40 hours in a week, so paying the staff through Family Reimbursed Respite would allow the staff to work the extra hours without going over the limit. Submitting for reimbursement for Family Reimbursed Respite:

• Complete a family reimbursed respite expense report in its entirety (month, participant name, check payable to, W9 attached or on file, date, time in/out, number of hours, hourly rate, total paid)

• Attach a W9 filled out by the provider (required annually) and check box of "W9 attached"

• If the W9 was already sent in for the respite provider and we should have it, please check box off “W9 on file”

HOUSING SUBSIDY

Self-Direction participants who choose to live independently or who share a living environment and have tenancy rights may be able to include a housing subsidy in their budgets, funded with 100% state funds. The amount a participant receives in their Housing Subsidy is calculated based on a participant’s income and depends on the Housing and Community Renewal payment standards. 17 A person who has a self-direction plan and chooses to build in a housing subsidy:

• Must be at least 18 years of age

• Must have their name on the lease and send to ISS

• Must contribute 30% of their own income towards their rent
• Must rent a legal apartment (2 forms of egress out of the home (separate entrance), operating kitchen, operating bathroom, must be above ground, must meet all town codes) - We need proof (Certificate of Occupancy/Rental Permit from town)

• Must get us a W9 from their landlord they are renting from if a participant wishes to live in an apartment that costs more than their housing subsidy stipend, he or she is responsible to pay the difference. If the participant is receiving Section 8/HUD funding, the maximum their housing subsidy can be is $50 per month. A housing subsidy paid through Self Direction cannot be used toward living expenses of a person living in a certified adult home.

Important Reminders about utilizing a Housing Subsidy:

• Please give us at least 10 days’ notice, as much notice as possible, if you require us to make any payments.

• A person with a housing subsidy CANNOT receive Family Reimbursed Respite

• When locating an apartment for an individual, we can lay out one month’s rent and one month’s security (based on what is written in his or hers housing subsidy).

• In order to lay out money for an apartment, we need to have a lease on file for the individual. If you are waiting on the lease, we could use a processed application from a housing complex to get things going.

• Please let us know how the rent should be paid whether it is to the participant/family or to the landlord directly. It can be mailed manually or electronically deposited.

• If the rent is being sent directly to the family to then pay the landlord, we will need proof of the cancelled check that was written and cashed to pay the rent.

Paying rent to a family member

A family member may own the property the individual chooses to rent. However, they must make OPWDD aware of this while a Self-Direction Plan is in the process of being written or amended to add a housing subsidy. The family member that owns the property will not receive the full amount of the housing subsidy in the participant’s self-direction budget because the maximum amount to be paid to the landlord would have to be the lower of: 1. The payment standard 2. Asking rent 3. The family member’s actualized costs (taxes + utility bills/number of bedrooms)

• Mortgage payments do not count towards actualized costs. OPWDD will need proof of actualized costs when the plan is initially sent to OPWDD for approval. If the home is in trust for the individual or in third party trust, the subsidy can default to the standards. Again proof of the trust will need to be provided.

Transition Stipend The participant may request a one-time transition stipend of up to $3,000 in their Self Direction Budget when moving out of a family’s home or a certified residential setting to an independent housing situation.

Transition stipend funds are used to pay for:

• Furniture

• Moving expenses
Household articles Transition Stipend funds cannot be used for personal or expendable items (i.e. toilet paper, hair brushes, toothbrushes, paper towels, etc.)

Reimbursement for Transition Stipend Items:

• In order to get reimbursed for items purchased through the transition stipend, please collect your itemized receipts and complete an expense report.

• The budget category on the expense report is “transition stipend”

• Please list items purchased in the activity columns

• Attach proof of how you paid for the items

• Tax is not reimbursable

• You have one year from the initial lease date to spend the transition stipend funds. There are certain stores that we work with regularly that allow us to pay up front for your furniture or household items order. For example: Bob’s, Target (Online), and Walmart (Online). You should obtain an itemized invoice of the products to be ordered and send the invoice to your Self Direction Coordinator. Please give us as much time as possible to process these orders.

We hope that you find this guide helpful and informative! Please reach out to us if you have any additional questions. The FI Program Manager will work in close collaboration with the individual, his/her circle of support, Support Broker, Support Staff, and voluntary providers. He or she will provide oversight and guidance for Self Direction budget spending. The FIPM will track paperwork that has been submitted by the participant/family/Medicaid Service Coordinator to ensure that it is completed correctly and compliant with Medicaid regulations. He or she will also participate in ISP meetings over the phone with the participant’s planning team to track satisfaction with the service. Lastly, the FIPM will act as a point person to assist with questions concerning fiscal intermediary services (i.e. Human Resources, Payroll, Accounts Payable, etc.).
Life Plan Service Listings Guide for Self-Direction Services

JUSTIFICATIONS
- As per the current IDGS ADM and Self-Direction Guidance for Providers, all IDGS / OTPS budget lines must be connected to a Valued Outcome
- As per the Care Coordination E-Visory #11-18, For Self-Directed Services that do not have a Provider Assigned Goal, there must be information in the LP narrative section that supports the service provision

SERVICE LISTINGS
- All Waiver listings for Self-Direction are to be included in Section IV. Below is a breakdown of how each service listing should be included as per the current guidance. If a new ADM / E-Visory re: service listings has been distributed, please reach out to your Self-Direction Coordinator for guidance.
- With regards program codes for the service listings, please reach out to your supervisor or the DDRO for guidance.
- With regards to billing units for the service listings, please reach out to the broker for a copy of the current budget.
- All State listings for Self-Direction are to be included in Section V. Below is a breakdown of how each service listing should be included as per the current guidance. If a new ADM / E-Visory re: service listings has been distributed, please reach out to your Self-Direction Coordinator for guidance.

PLEASE KEEP IN MIND
- To ensure accuracy within the Life Plan, it is recommended that a draft be sent to your Self-Direction Coordinator for review prior to approval (if possible).
- If there is an issue with completing a portion of the Life Plan, OPWDD recommends that the Care Manager enter the correct information into the comments section. For example, if the IDGS Unit is populating as Dollar and the CM cannot correct this, they should enter “Unit = Daily” into the comments section.
### SECTION IV
**HCBS WAIVER SERVICES AND MEDICAID STATE PLAN AUTHORIZED SERVICES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authorized Service</th>
<th>Provider / Facility</th>
<th>Effective Dates (Effective Dates of the Life Plan)</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Per</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Total Units</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal Intermediary</td>
<td>CFS SDS</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Month</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Per Approved Self-Direction Budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Directed Goods and Services (IDGS)</td>
<td>CFS SDS</td>
<td>As Needed</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Authorization</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Per Approved Self-Direction Budget</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live In Caregiver (LIC)</td>
<td>CFS SDS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Month</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Per Approved Self-Direction Budget</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Transition Services (CTS)</td>
<td>CFS SDS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>One Time Expenditure</td>
<td>Authorization</td>
<td>One Time Expenditure</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Per Approved Self-Direction Budget</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Brokerage</td>
<td>CFS SDS</td>
<td>As Needed</td>
<td>Hourly</td>
<td>Authorization</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Per Approved Self-Direction Budget (Broker Name and Agency)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Habilitation</td>
<td>CFS SDS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hourly</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Per Approved Self-Direction Budget</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported Employment</td>
<td>CFS SDS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hourly</td>
<td>Ongoing as Authorized</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Per Approved Self-Direction Budget</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respite</td>
<td>CFS SDS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hourly</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Per Approved Self-Direction Budget</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SECTION V
**ALL SUPPORTS AND SERVICES; FUNDED AND NATURAL / COMMUNITY RESOURCES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFS SDS</td>
<td>Housing Subsidy</td>
<td>333 7th Avenue 9th Floor New York NY 10001</td>
<td>(516) 292-3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFS SDS</td>
<td>Family Reimbursed Respite</td>
<td>333 7th Avenue 9th Floor New York NY 10001</td>
<td>(516) 292-3000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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WELCOME MESSAGE

Dear Employee:

Congratulations and welcome to THE CENTER FOR FAMILY SUPPORT, INC. (CFS). We hope that you will enjoy working with us and that you will find your work interesting and rewarding.

The Center for Family Support, Inc., is a private not-for-profit organization. Our services include in-home care, residential services, and various community support programs which assist individuals with a developmental or related disability.

The Center for Family Support is well known in the community for its dependable, high quality service. Our fine reputation and our ability to render such valuable services have been made possible by our dedicated staff. CFS reputation and quality of our services depend upon your individual efforts and a team work approach.

Good luck and welcome to the CFS team!

Steven Vernikoff
Executive Director
FOREWORD

The mission of the Center for Family Support is to provide services to families. Major support for CFS's services come from the New York State Office of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Alcoholism Services, the New York State Department of Health, the New York City Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Alcoholism, and the Westchester County Department of Health.

There are several things that are important to keep in mind about this handbook. First, it contains only general information and guidelines. It is not intended to be comprehensive or to address all the possible applications of, or exceptions to, the general policies and procedures described. For that reason, if you have any questions concerning eligibility for a particular benefit, or the applicability of a policy or practice to you, you should address your specific questions to your supervisor or to the Human Resources Department. Neither this handbook nor any other CFS document, confers any contractual right, either express or implied, to remain in our employ. Nor does it guarantee any fixed terms and conditions of your employment. Your employment is not for any specific time and may be terminated at will by CFS or you may resign for any reason at any time.

Second, the procedures, practices, policies and benefits described here may be modified or discontinued from time to time. We will always try to inform you of any changes as they occur.

Finally, some of the subjects described here, such as the Group Insurance Plans and the Pension Plan are covered in detail in official policy documents. You should refer to these documents for specific information, since this handbook only briefly summarizes those benefits. Please note that the terms of the written policies are controlling.
THE CENTER’S EMPLOYEE RELATIONS PHILOSOPHY

The Center for Family Support, Inc. (the “Center”) highly values its employees for the extremely important contribution that they make to the delivery of critical services to our service recipients. It treats them with dignity and respect and rewards them fairly for the work they do.

The Center strives to pay competitive wages and to provide premium benefits to employees and has promulgated personnel policies and procedures, including an Open Door Policy, that are both fair and reasonable. The Center recognizes that employee job satisfaction is the key to recruiting and retaining the best service providers. Management is committed to making the Center a great place to work.

In any workplace, disagreements and misunderstandings may occur, and issues will arise from time to time that need to be addressed. It is the Center’s experience that when problems occur the best way to deal with them and to achieve a solution is by working directly and individually with our employees, soon after a problem arises, rather than through some third party intermediary who doesn’t really know and understand our business.

The Center encourages all employees to promptly bring their concerns and problems to management’s attention. Your supervisor and manager are there to help you, and they want to hear from you. If you do not believe that your questions and issues are receiving the attention that they require, please do not hesitate to contact the Human Resources Department. If you are not fully satisfied with the response that you get, the procedures outlined in our Open Door Policy are available to you.

As a service organization, we know that our employees are our most important asset. Welcome to the Center for Family Support, Inc. We hope that you enjoy working here.

The Center for Family Support, Inc.
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY POLICY STATEMENT

Equal Employment Opportunity has been, and will continue to be, a fundamental principle at The Center for Family Support, where employment is based upon personal capabilities and qualifications without discrimination because of race, color, religion, sex, age, national origin, disability, caregivers, pregnancy, sexual orientation, marital status, alienage or citizenship status, creed, genetic predisposition or carrier status, military status or any other protected characteristic as established by law.

This policy of Equal Employment Opportunity applies to all policies and procedures relating to recruitment and hiring, compensation, benefits, termination and all other terms and conditions of employment.

POLICY AGAINST HARASSMENT AND DISCRIMINATION

All Center For Family Support employees have a right to work in an environment free from all forms of discrimination and conduct which can be considered harassing, coercive, or disruptive. Consistent with CFS's respect for the rights and dignity of each employee, harassment based on race, color, religion, sex, age, national origin, disability, caregivers, pregnancy, sexual orientation, marital status, alienage or citizenship status, creed, genetic predisposition or carrier status, military status or any other protected characteristic as established by law, will not be sanctioned nor tolerated. All employees should, therefore, be aware of the following:

1. Sexual harassment is strictly prohibited. Sexual harassment has been defined by government regulation as "unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature . . . when submission to such conduct is made, either explicitly or implicitly, a term or condition of an individual's employment; [when] submission to or rejection of such conduct . . . is used as the basis for the employment decisions affecting such individual; or . . . such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with the individual’s work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment.” Bullying that targets employees of a particular sex, even if it does not involve sexual activity or language, may also constitute discrimination if it is severe or pervasive and directed at employees because of their sex.

2. Harassment on the basis of any other protected characteristic is also strictly prohibited. Under this policy, harassment is verbal or physical conduct that denigrates or shows hostility or aversion toward an individual because of his/her race, color, religion, sex, creed, sexual orientation, national origin, age disability, caregivers, marital status, citizenship or any other characteristic protected by law or that of his/her relatives, friends or associates, and that: (i)
has the purpose or effect of creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment; (ii) has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s work performance; or (iii) otherwise adversely affects an individual’s employment.

Harassing conduct includes, but is not limited to: epithets, slurs or negative stereotyping; threatening, intimidating or hostile acts; and written or graphic material that denigrates or shows hostility or aversion toward an individual or group and that is placed on walls or elsewhere on the employer’s premises or circulated in the workplace (including through e-mail).

(3) These policies apply to all applicants and employees, and prohibit harassment, discrimination and retaliation whether engaged in by fellow employees, by a supervisor or manager or by someone not directly connected to CFS (e.g., an outside vendor, consultant or customer).

Conduct prohibited by these policies is unacceptable in the workplace and in any work-related setting outside the workplace, such as during business trips, business meetings and business-related social events.

(4) Supervisors’ and Managers’ Obligation. Supervisors and managers are responsible for assuring that no employee is subjected to conduct that constitutes sexual or any other form of harassment.

(5) Complaint Procedure. Any employee who believes that he or she has been the subject of sexual or any of form of harassment by anyone at CFS or by any person who does business with CFS, should, and is encouraged to, bring the matter to the attention of their Supervisor and/or the Director of Human Resources.

(6) The Investigation. A prompt and thorough investigation of the alleged incident will be conducted. The investigation may include individual interviews with the parties involved and, where necessary, with individuals who may have observed the alleged conduct or may have other relevant knowledge. Confidentiality will be maintained throughout the investigatory process to the extent consistent with adequate investigation and appropriate corrective action.

(7) No Retaliation. CFS will not in any way retaliate against an employee, potential employee, or former employee who makes a complaint or report of harassment or discrimination, or participates in the investigation of such a complaint or report. Retaliation against any individual for reporting a claim of harassment or discrimination or cooperating in the investigation of same will not be tolerated and will itself be subject to appropriate discipline.

(8) Discipline. Misconduct constituting harassment, discrimination or retaliation will be dealt with promptly and appropriately. Responsive action may include, for example, training, referral to counseling, monitoring of the
offender and/or disciplinary action such as warning, reprimand, withholding of or rescinding a promotion or pay increase, demotion, reassignment, temporary suspension without pay (including, for exempt employees, suspension for one or more full days for serious workplace misconduct), or termination, as CFS believes appropriate under the circumstances.

DISABILITY ACCOMMODATION POLICY

The Center for Family Support is committed to complying with all applicable provisions of the Americans With Disabilities Act ("ADA") and state and local disability laws, as applicable. It is CFS’s policy not to discriminate against any qualified employee or applicant with regard to any terms or conditions of employment because of such individual's disability or perceived disability so long as the employee can perform the essential functions of the job. Consistent with this policy of nondiscrimination, CFS will provide reasonable accommodations to a qualified individual with a disability who has made CFS aware of his or her disability, provided that such accommodation does not constitute an undue hardship on CFS.

Employees with a disability who believe they need a reasonable accommodation to perform the essential functions of their job should contact the Human Resources Department. CFS encourages individuals with disabilities to come forward and request reasonable accommodation.

DISCLOSURES OF SERVICE RECIPIENT PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION

The Center is committed to protecting the privacy and confidentiality of health information about its service recipients as per current state laws and federal HIPAA statute and regulations. Unless the Center has received a specific written authorization from the service recipient, their legal guardian or personal representative, or applicable law otherwise requires or permits, a particular use or disclosure of protected health information may only be permitted for the purposes of (a) the Center’s treatment or rehabilitation activities, (b) the Center’s payment activities and reimbursement for services rendered, and (c) other routine health care and business operations related to the welfare of the service recipients. Such information may be duly disclosed to other health care providers who render such services to the service recipient, unless the service recipient, their legal guardian or personal representative otherwise objects. Any requests for information that would or could identify the service recipient should be brought to the attention of the program supervisor and the Center’s HIPAA Privacy Officer as per the Center’s HIPAA Privacy policies.
HIRING AND EMPLOYMENT

Employment with CFS shall be determined on the sole basis of qualifications and competence for the specific position. The Accounting and Human Resources Departments shall approve all employment offers recommended by supervisors before any commitment is made to a prospective employee. This includes rate of pay approval.

Before beginning employment, all staff having any direct contact with service recipients are required to have a PPD skin test for tuberculosis. This test is required annually. If the PPD/Mantoux results are positive, a chest x-ray is required, if a chest x-ray has not previously been performed. In the event a chest x-ray has been performed in the past, or results of a current x-ray are positive for tuberculosis, a written statement from the physician is required, which must indicate if there are any detectable signs or symptoms of tuberculosis.

At the time of employment, the employee shall be informed in writing as to: position title, starting date of employment, starting salary, and any special conditions of employment. The employee shall be provided with a copy of these Personnel Policies and a job description for the position being filled.

To keep our records in order it is important that you inform us of any changes in your personal status such as changes in your address, telephone, number, marital status and eligible dependents. Employees are required to report any such change to their supervisor and the Human Resources Department.

All staff should carry an employee identification card. Please bring a small passport-sized photo to the main office so that a card may be issued to you.

APPLICANT SCREENING

As part of the applicant screening process, agency human resources personnel will check applicant references. Applicants will be required to provide contact information for a minimum of two personal references and references from their current employer (if employed at the time of application) and all prior employers. The agency will check the reference from applicant’s current employer or his/her last employer (if the applicant is not employed at the time of application) and a minimum of two personal references. Other employment references for similar positions may also be checked as warranted.
INITIAL EMPLOYMENT PERIOD

Every new employee goes through an initial period of adjustment in order to learn about CFS and about his/her job. During this time the employee will have an opportunity to find out if he/she is suited to, and likes, his/her new position.

Additionally, the initial employment period gives the employee’s supervisor a reasonable period of time to evaluate his/her performance. The initial employment period is six months.

During this time employees will be required to attend specific training and to satisfactorily complete certification courses applicable to their employment position. Failure to attend scheduled training or to achieve certification may result in termination of employment. In addition, during the initial employment period employees shall be subject to discharge at any time if in the sole judgment of his/her supervisor the employee is not progressing or performing adequately.

At the end of the initial employment period, the employee and his/her supervisor will provide a work review to him/her. Provided his/her job performance is “satisfactory” at the end of the initial employment period, he/she will continue in our employment. Completion of the initial employment period affects an employee’s eligibility for certain benefits as outlined in this handbook. It does not, however, alter the individual’s employment status which remains, at all times, that of an employee at-will.

HOURS OF WORK

The regular work week is forty (40) hours per week. Hours and days of work shall be assigned to meet the needs of the program the employee works in. Employees are responsible for recording their hours worked daily on time sheets or on the computer MITC software submitted on a bi-weekly basis.

The CFS mission is to provide services based on the specific needs of the service recipients and their families; therefore, services must be made available seven days a week and include early morning, late afternoon and evening hours. We will expect our staff to be flexible in accepting assignments at non-preferred hours.

Although we will try to provide each staff member with the maximum number of hours requested, it is not always possible to do so. Also, because of the way in which requests for services are made, it is possible that you may occasionally experience changes in assignments. The longer a staff member is with the agency, the greater the opportunity to increase the number of hours worked.
TIME RECORDS

The attendance of all employees is recorded daily by each department and is submitted to the Payroll Department bi-weekly. Our attendance records are company records, and care must be exercised in recording the hours worked, overtime hours, and absences.

All employees must record the time they arrived/departed, each day, on our computerized MITC software. Each employee is responsible only for his/her own record keeping.

OVERTIME PAY

Depending on Departmental work needs, employees will be expected to work overtime when requested to do so. Prior approval of a supervisor, however, is required before any employee works overtime. Without this approval, employees will be subject to disciplinary action if they work overtime.

Time and one-half will be paid to a non-exempt employee after the employee has worked forty (40) hours per week.

Each day, the time the employee starts and finishes work must be recorded on a time sheet. The employee’s supervisor must approve his/her hours worked at the end of each week. An employee’s supervisor must approve each overtime entry; employees will be subject to disciplinary action for failure to obtain approval of an overtime entry.

TRAVEL FOR NONEXEMPT EMPLOYEES

The Center for Family Support nonexempt employees may occasionally be required to travel from various work sites during their work shift.

Employees in positions classified as nonexempt under the Fair Labor Standards Act are eligible for compensation for the time they spend traveling.

“Travel time” is defined as including the time the employee leaves the original CFS work site to the time the employee reaches his or her destination (next work site).

Travel between home and work is considered normal commuting time and is not eligible for compensation.

Any portion of authorized travel time that takes place within work hours on any day of the week, including Saturday and Sunday, is treated as work hours. Travel time within normal work hours will be paid at the employee’s regular hourly rate and will be factored into overtime calculations.
COMPENSATION OF EXEMPT EMPLOYEES

It is CFS’s policy and practice to compensate employees accurately and in accordance with applicable state and federal laws. Employees classified as exempt are paid a pre-determined salary for any work week in which they perform work, regardless of the quality of their performance, or the number of hours worked during that work week. Under certain circumstances and in accordance with federal wage-hour regulations, deductions may be made from an exempt employee’s salary (in addition to tax withholdings and other applicable payroll deductions). Employees are advised to check their pay stubs and are encouraged to report any mistakes to the Payroll Department.

Discretionary Compensation Adjustments

Based on available funds and other considerations in the sole discretion of CFS, current employees in good standing may be granted a discretionary compensation adjustment or a one-time payment in lieu of a wage increase. The award of compensation adjustments are not guaranteed to be granted in any given year, or at any particular time, and are entirely within the sole discretion of CFS. In addition, unless expressly stated to the contrary, any such discretionary compensation adjustment shall not be considered part of the employee’s base compensation.

Only regular (non-per diem) employees who are in active employment status on the payroll date when any discretionary compensation adjustment is scheduled to be paid are eligible to receive such adjustment. Employees who have given notice of their intention to resign or who have been placed on notice of termination are ineligible for consideration, even if still on CFS’s payroll on the date when the discretionary compensation adjustment is scheduled to be paid to eligible employees.
Complaint Procedure

Any exempt employee who believes that his/her salary is subject to impermissible deductions, or that a deduction has been taken improperly or in error, should report that concern to his/her supervisor and/or the Director of Human Resources. CFS will promptly investigate any such matter brought to its attention to determine whether there has been a violation of this policy. It is the obligation of all employees to cooperate in such an investigation. The agency prohibits retaliation, in any form, against any employee who makes a complaint under this policy or participates in CFS’s investigation of such a complaint.

In the event that an investigation establishes that a violation of this policy has occurred, CFS will reimburse the employee for any improper deductions and will take all appropriate corrective action to ensure that such deductions or conduct does not occur again.
RULES OF EMPLOYEE CONDUCT

CFS extends to you many advantages and privileges. These, in turn, impose definite responsibilities on you. The most important of these responsibilities is that your personal conduct be such that the well-being of our service recipients, the agency, and others is not violated. With this in mind we have developed the policies set forth in this handbook and a set of Rules of Employee Conduct for the benefit of us all. In the paragraph which follows, we have set forth a partial list of actions which, if taken, will be considered a violation of CFS’s rules. If any of these actions is taken by you, or you otherwise act or fail to act in a manner which adversely impacts upon the program of quality services being rendered by CFS, it can result in disciplinary action up to and including suspension without pay (including, for both exempt and nonexempt employees, suspension for one or more full days for serious workplace misconduct), or dismissal.

1. Falsification of your employment application, other personnel records, or any Agency report or document.

2. Repeated failure to submit time sheets.

3. Improper use of work time, including extended rest periods, lengthy personal conversations, extended meal periods, sleeping, or attending to personal matters during work time.

4. Repeated or a pattern of tardiness or absence, or any absence without notification to your supervisor.

5. Lack of cooperation, including refusal to follow reasonable instructions or perform the work requested by a supervisor.

6. Violation of CFS’s policies, including the policy against harassment and discrimination, the policy against retaliation for reporting violations of policies, laws and practices, the conflict of interest and confidentiality policies, the telephone usage policy, and the romantic relationships policy.

7. Failure to follow established Agency procedures.

8. Noncompliance with agency regulations regarding Infection Control precautions and TB screening.

9. Unauthorized disclosure of confidential Agency or service recipient information.

10. General incompetence or misconduct.

11. Poor work attitude.
12. Use of obscene language.

13. Improper attire. All employees are expected to dress neatly, cleanly, and in appropriate attire.

14. Borrowing or taking money or possessions from service recipients or their families.

15. Being discourteous or abusive to service recipients or members of their family or to other agency employees.

16. Creating or contributing to unhealthy, unsanitary or unsafe conditions in the service recipient’s home.

17. Reporting to work under the influence or giving the appearance of being under the influence of alcohol or drugs, or consumption of alcohol or drugs on Agency premises, at the home of a service recipient, or while rendering a service for a service recipient outside of the service recipient’s home.

18. Sale of drugs, alcohol or any controlled substance (including prescription medications) on Agency premises, at the home of a service recipient, or while rendering a service for a service recipient outside of the service recipient’s home.

19. Destructive or dishonest acts, including abuse, waste, theft or willful damage of property of the Agency or a service recipient.

20. Commission of a crime on Agency premises, at the home of a service recipient, or while rendering a service for a service recipient outside of the service recipient’s home.

21. Possession of firearms or dangerous instruments or substances on Agency premises, at the home of a service recipient, or while rendering a service for a service recipient outside of the service recipient’s home.

**CONFLICT OF INTEREST**

The Center for Family Support expects our employees to conduct business according to the highest ethical standards of conduct. Employees are expected to devote their best efforts to the interests of CFS'. Business dealings that appear to create or appear to create a conflict between the interests of CFS and an employee are unacceptable. We recognize the right of employees to engage in activities outside of their employment which are of a private nature and unrelated to our business. However, the employee must disclose any potential conflicts so that CFS may assess and prevent conflicts of interest from arising. A potential or actual conflict of interest occurs whenever an employee is in a position to influence a decision that may result in a personal gain for the employee or an immediate family member (i.e., spouse.
or significant other, children, parents, siblings) as a result of the Center for Family Support's business dealings.

Although it is not possible to specify every action that might create a conflict of interest, this policy sets forth the ones that most frequently present problems. If an employee has any question whether an action or proposed course of conduct would create a conflict of interest, he or she should immediately contact the Human Resources Department to obtain advice on the issue. The purpose of this policy is to protect employees and the Agency from any conflict of interest that might arise. Refer to the Code of Conduct/Conflict of Interest Policy. This can be found on the CFS website and is part of the required annual refresher training also found on a link on our website.

OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT

Employees are required to obtain written approval from their supervisor before participating in outside work activities. Approval will be granted unless the activity conflicts with the Center for Family Support’s interest. In general, outside work activities are not allowed when they:

- prevent the employee from fully performing work for which he or she is employed at CFS, including overtime assignments;
- involve organizations that are doing or seek to do business with CFS, including actual or potential vendors or customers; or
- violate provisions of law or CFS’s policies or rules.

From time to time, CFS employees may be required to work beyond their normally scheduled hours. Employees must perform this work when requested. In cases of conflict with any outside employment, the employee’s obligations to the Center for Family Support must be given priority.

FINANCIAL INTEREST IN OTHER BUSINESS

An employee and his or her immediate family may not own or hold any significant interest in a supplier, customer or competitor of the Center for Family Support, except where such ownership or interest consists of securities in a publicly owned company and those securities are regularly traded on the open market.

ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS

No employee may solicit or accept gifts or other benefits from actual customers, service recipients or their families, suppliers or competitors. Special care must be taken to avoid even the impression of a conflict of interest.
WORK PRODUCT OWNERSHIP

All CFS employees must be aware that CFS retains legal ownership of the product of their work. No work product created while a person is employed by CFS can be claimed, construed, or presented as property of the individual, even after employment by CFS has been terminated or the relevant project completed. This includes written and electronic documents, audio and video recordings, and also any concepts, ideas, or other intellectual property developed for CFS, regardless of whether the intellectual property is actually used by CFS. Although it is acceptable for an employee to display or discuss a portion or the whole of certain work product as an example in certain situations (e.g., on a resume, in a freelancer’s meeting with a prospective service recipient), one must bear in mind that information classified as confidential must remain so even after the end of employment, and that supplying certain other entities with certain types of information may constitute a breach of confidentiality. In any event, it must always be made clear that work product is the sole and exclusive property of CFS. Freelancers and temporary employees must be particularly mindful of their confidentiality obligation in the course of any work they discuss doing, or actually do, for a competitor of CFS.

REPORTING POTENTIAL CONFLICTS

An employee must promptly disclose actual or potential conflicts of interest, in writing, to his or her supervisor. Approval will not be given unless the relationship will not interfere with the employee’s duties or will not damage the Center for Family Support’s relationship.

CONFIDENTIAL NATURE OF WORK

All our records and information relating to CFS or its service recipients are confidential, and employees must therefore treat all matters accordingly. No related information, including without limitation, documents, files, records, computer files or similar materials may be removed from our premises without permission from the Executive Director. Additionally, the contents of CFS’s records or information otherwise obtained in regard to business may not be disclosed to anyone, except where required for a business purpose. All HIPAA policies regarding the privacy and security of service recipient’s records that contain private/protected health information (PHI) must be followed. No information should be shared unless given permission by a supervisor or the HIPAA privacy officer. See HIPAA policies located on the CFS website and the annual refresher training also found via a link on our website.

OPEN DOOR POLICY

It is recognized that a prompt and efficient method of settling disagreements is an indispensable feature of sound personnel relations. For any disagreement which may arise, the following procedures may be utilized.
1. There will be a conference between the employee and immediate supervisor regarding the matter in question.

2. If the matter is not satisfactorily resolved at Step 1, there shall be a conference between the staff member and the Program Director as soon as practicable, but not later than five (5) working days after the employee brings the matter to the Program Director’s attention.

3. If the employee is not satisfied with the decision of the Program Director, he/she may, within five (5) working days after receipt of the decision, request a hearing with the Chief Operating Officer. The Chief Operating Officer will make a decision on the issue within five (5) working days after the meeting with the employee.

4. Within five (5) working days after receiving the decision of the Chief Operating Officer, the employee may submit a written appeal to the Executive Director who will respond within five (5) working days of receiving the written appeal. If the employee wishes to appeal the Executive Director’s decision, a request for review may be filed with the Board of Directors. The Board will respond to the employee within five (5) working days. The decision of the Board will be final.

CORPORATE COMPLIANCE

The Center For Family Support is committed to the prevention and detection of fraud, fiscal mismanagement and/or the misappropriation of funds as per the CFS Corporate Compliance Program and Plan. This Plan incorporates ongoing oversight and monitoring to ensure compliance with current local, State and Federal laws and guidelines.

One of these laws includes the False Claims Act (FCA). This is a Federal law that was enacted during the Civil War to combat fraud in government contractors, prohibits persons or businesses from improperly receiving governmental funding for goods or services, and from abusing or wasting governmental funds. The FCA was first updated in 1986 and was designed to prevent and detect fraud, waste, misuse and abuse in federal healthcare programs, including Medicaid and Medicare.

The revision of this law in 1986 holds an agency’s management staff more accountable. By the nature of their responsibilities as management, the law says they either “knew” or “should have known” about fraudulent claims or false statements. There are very severe fines and penalties for submitting false claims.

A part of the FCA is the Deficit Reduction Act (DRA) of 2006. This Federal regulation places emphasis on fraud detection and protection. This law encourages individual states to enact “qui tam” or Whistleblower provisions for persons to report fraud or abuse.
In order to encourage individuals to come forward and report misconduct involving false claims, the State and Federal False Claims Act contains this "Qui Tam" (pronounced "keep tom") or whistleblower provision. There is a protection under this law for the relator or whistleblower that prohibits retaliation against the person who reported. This is referred to as "whistleblower protection". The False Claims Act prohibits discrimination against any employee for taking lawful actions under the False Claims Act. CFS has a procedure for reporting compliance concerns and strictly prohibits retaliation against an employee for raising a compliance concern in good faith.

This statute prohibits:

- Submission of a false claim or making a false statement in order to secure payment for a false claim from the Government.
- Conspiring to defraud the United States by getting a false or fraudulent claim to be allowed or paid; and
- Submitting a false record or statement to conceal, avoid, or decrease an obligation to pay or transmit money or property to the government.

Therefore it is illegal to:

- Present a claim that the person knows or should know is false;
- Present a claim for services not provided as documented or claimed; (not provided or provided by an unqualified person);
- Upcode a bill (so that it is paid at a higher rate than that of service actually provided);
- Violate anti-kickback laws; should not solicit or offer payment for referrals of consumers;
- Contract or conduct business with someone excluded from a federal health care program (such as Medicaid); and
- Offer inducements ($, Gifts) for referrals.

The Corporate Compliance Program emphasizes the prevention of wrongdoing, whether intentional or unintentional, the reporting and investigation of questionable activities and practices without retaliatory action against the reporting party and timely correction of any situation that could place the agency, its employees, funding sources or service recipients at risk.

As part of this effort, the CFS Corporate Compliance Officer, acting in concert with agency Quality Assurance / Compliance personnel, will conduct periodic reviews of service delivery documentation in comparison to billing documentation. Reviews will also include examination of personnel files, with an emphasis on employees possessing and having proper documentation of work experience and credentials to evidence that staff have the qualifications required for their position(s) at CFS.

In addition, a "whistleblower hotline" has been established to enable CFS personnel to confidentially and anonymously report, via telephone or computer, any concerns regarding the treatment of service recipients, internal accounting controls, practices or other auditing matters, compliance and ethical matters, or other employee concerns. This would include any suspected fraud, theft, embezzlement, bribery, kickbacks, conflicts of interest, misuse of assets or suspected regulatory, compliance, or ethics related issues, concerns or violations.
REFERENCE CHECKS

All employment inquiries, written or oral, regarding a current or former CFS employee must be referred to the Human Resources Department.

Should an employee receive a request for a reference, written or oral, he/she should refer the request to the Human Resources Department for handling. No CFS employee may issue a reference letter to any current or former employee without the approval of the Human Resources Department.

Under no circumstances should any CFS employee release any employment information, in any form, about any current or former CFS employee.

In response to an outside request for information regarding a current or former CFS employee, the Human Resources Department will furnish or verify only an employee’s name, dates of employment, job title and department. NO other information regarding any current or former CFS employee, or his/her employment with CFS, will be furnished unless required by law or the employee authorizes CFS to furnish such other information.

SMOKING POLICY

In order to comply with New York City’s Smoke-Free Air Act, The Center For Family Support has prohibited smoking throughout its workplace.

Any violation of or disputes arising under this policy should be reported immediately to your supervisor. Violation of this policy may result in appropriate corrective action, up to and including discharge. CFS will promptly investigate any disputes arising under this policy and in resolving disputes shall give priority to the health concerns of the employee desiring a smoke-free area.

Each employee is protected from retaliatory action or from being subjected to any adverse personnel action for exercising or attempting to exercise his/her rights under the smoking policy. Any employee who feels that he/she has been subject to retaliatory adverse personnel action for exercising or attempting to exercise any rights under this policy or under any applicable law or regulation concerning the subject matter of this policy shall inform the Program Director who will promptly investigate the complaint and provide for adequate redress where necessary.

ROMANTIC OR SEXUAL RELATIONSHIPS

Consenting “romantic” or sexual relationships between a supervisor/manager and an employee may at some point lead to unhappy complications and significant difficulties for
all concerned — the employee, the supervisor/manager and the Center. Any such relationship may, therefore, be contrary to the best interests of the Center.

All employees are discouraged from entering into and should endeavor to refrain from dating or engaging in relationships of a “romantic” nature with a co-worker or supervisor. If a romantic or sexual relationship between a supervisor/manager and an employee should develop, the supervisor/manager must promptly disclose the existence of the relationship to the Head of Human Resources who will inform other managers with a need to know the existence of the relationship.

Because such relationships can cause various problems, including interference with the work operations or job performance, damage to employee morale and productivity and accusations of favoritism or disparity, CFS reserves the right to take action that it, in its discretion, deems appropriate. At a minimum, the employee and supervisor/manager will not thereafter be permitted to work together on the same matters (including matters pending at the time disclosure of the relationship is made), and the supervisor/manager must withdraw from participation in activities or decisions (including, but not limited to, hiring, evaluations, promotions, compensation, work assignments and discipline) that may reward or disadvantage any employee with whom the supervisor/manager has or has had such a relationship.

COMPLIANCE WITH NYC PREGNANCY ACCOMMODATION

Under the amendment to the NYCHRL, a woman who is pregnant or has given birth is entitled to reasonable accommodation due to the pregnancy, childbirth, or a related medical condition so that she can perform "the essential requisites of the job." It is unlawful for an employer to refuse to provide such reasonable accommodation when the employee’s pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical condition is known, or should have been known, by the employer, unless the employer can prove that the accommodation would cause an "undue hardship in the conduct of the [employer’s] business."

FITNESS FOR DUTY POLICY AND PROCEDURE

CFS is committed to providing a safe environment for all employees and service recipients. In order to provide a safe work environment, employees must arrive for duty with the ability to perform their job duties in a safe, secure, productive and effective manner, and remain able to do so throughout their shift. Employees who are not fit for duty may present a safety hazard to themselves, to other employees, and to the service recipients.

Employees are responsible for:

1. reporting for work fit for duty so they can safely perform their essential job functions;
2. complying with all CFS policies while on duty, including but not limited to Rules of Employee Conduct;
3. notifying their supervisors if they are unable to report fit for duty, or if they become unfit for duty during their shift; and,
4. notifying the supervisor when they observe a coworker who appears to be unfit for duty. If the supervisor's behavior is the concern, an employee must inform either the supervisor's direct supervisor or call the Human Resources Department.

Supervisors, are responsible for:

1. monitoring the attendance, performance, and behavior of the employees they supervise to ensure they are fit for duty; and
2. for following this policy’s procedures when presented with circumstances or knowledge that indicates that an employee may be unfit for duty.

The supervisor who receives information that an employee may be unfit for duty, or through personal observation believes an employee to be unfit for duty, will observe and document the situation as soon as is practicable. By way of example, but not limitation, an employee may be deemed to be unfit for duty if a supervisor determines that the employee unable to perform his or her duties or responsibilities and/or to provide care safely and effectively, is engaged in inappropriate behavior that may diminish co-workers' or service recipients' confidence in the employee's ability to perform his or her job satisfactorily, or is engaged in behavior generally associated with intoxication, such as odor, dilated pupils, staggering, boisterous speech, drowsiness, etc.

An employee who appears to be ill may be removed from their shift for their safety and the safety of others. Subject to applicable law, the employee may not be allowed to return to work until they provide a fitness for duty certification from an appropriate licensed health care provider.

If the supervisor determines that the employee is acting in a manner in violation of CFS’s Rules of Employee Conduct policy, the employee may be removed from their shift.

If an employee appears to be intoxicated or under the influence of alcohol or drugs in violation of CFS policies, or the supervisor has a reasonable suspicion of such, in addition being removed from their shift for their safety and the safety of others CFS reserves the right to require the employee to immediately undergo drug and/or alcohol testing.

The supervisor should contact their supervisor and the Human Resources Department immediately after removing an employee from duty for any reason.

Failure to comply with this policy, or to cooperate with a supervisor’s direction under this policy and to ensure a safe working environment may result in disciplinary action, up to and possibly including termination of employment.
Nothing in this policy is intended to diminish CFS’s commitment to employ and reasonably accommodate qualified disabled individuals. Employees who are removed from their shift when a supervisor determines that the employee is unfit for duty may use eligible sick leave, vacation or personal time. The employee may also qualify for unpaid leave of absence, such as FMLA leave.

**HOLIDAYS**

The holiday schedule is based on July 1 - June 30 calendar year. The official schedule of days on which the holidays are observed will be published annually. Due to the nature of the programs operated by CFS’, some staff may be required to work on holidays. If you are required to work on a holiday, you will receive a premium rate for the holiday hours worked. We provide eight (8) holidays during the calendar year. Each year a calendar will be published listing regular holidays and the number of floating holidays for full-time employees. Full-time employees who work at least thirty (30) hours a week will receive holiday pay from the schedule of days published annually.

**DISCRETIONARY DAYS**

Full-time employees earn seven (7) discretionary days per year which can be used for personal business. Employees are not eligible to take discretionary days until they have completed their first three months of employment. Discretionary days are accrued July 1st to June 30th every fiscal year. Prior years days, if not taken are lost as of July 1st of each new fiscal year.

**VACATIONS**

Vacation

Employees begin to accrue vacation time from their date of employment but are not eligible to take vacation time until they have successfully completed the initial employment period (six months). Employees will not be permitted to take vacation time unless it has been accrued.

A written vacation request must be submitted to the supervisor at least two weeks prior to the intended starting date. Vacation requests will be granted based upon current workloads and overall needs of the agency.

The employee’s hire date shall be considered the reference date for computing vacation time. All full-time salaried employees accrue vacation days at a rate based on their job title. Part-time employees accrue vacation days on a pro-rated basis (up to a total of 21 hours);
consistent with their job title and the number of hours they are regularly scheduled to work. Employees who work fewer than 21 hours per week are not eligible for paid vacation. Information regarding an individual’s vacation accrual rate is provided to employees at their time of hire.

An employee may accrue up to 10 vacation days that can be carried over into the next year. Employees are not eligible for sick leave while on vacation.

Any employee in a position below Director Level will be eligible for a payout of excessive vacation days from year to year. Employees can carry over 10 days into the next year based on their anniversary date.

Directors and above will be allowed to carry over an excess of 10 days for an additional 3 months each anniversary year.

Employees will not be paid for unused, accrued vacation upon termination of employment except where they resign with proper written notice as provided in the Termination of Employment policy.

No vacation time will accrue during a leave of absence, disability leave, or maternity leave.

**SICK LEAVE**

To keep the business running smoothly and efficiently, it is important that every employee be on the job on time regularly. For this reason, careful attention is given to promptness, absence record and overall dependability.

The Company recognizes, however, that an employee may occasionally need time off by reason of injury or illness as described below. As a result, this Sick Leave policy is designed to provide protection to employees against loss of income during unavoidable illness or injury.

**Full-time staff members**, (30 hours or more per week) accrue up to nine (9) paid days of sick leave per year from the date of employment. Sick leave only applies on days that the staff member is otherwise scheduled to work.

**Part-time/Per Diem staff members** are eligible to accrue up to 5 days of paid leave per calendar year. Part-time staff accrue paid sick leave at the rate of 1 hour for every 30 hours worked up to a maximum of 5 days of leave time.

To be eligible for sick leave the employee must have worked at least 80 hours in the calendar year. All staff members must be employed for at least three months prior to use of any sick leave.

Employees are entitled to use sick leave for absences from work due to: (i) the employee's mental or physical illness, injury or health condition, need for medical diagnosis, care or
treatment, or need for preventive medical care; (ii) care of a family member needing such medical diagnosis, care, treatment or preventive medical treatment; (iii) closure of the place of business due to a public health emergency (as declared by the commissioner of health and mental hygiene or the mayor) or to care for a child whose school or child care provider is closed due to a public health emergency. Family members include an employee's child (biological, adopted, foster or to whom the employee stands in loco parentis), spouse, domestic partner or parent (or who stands in loco parentis to the employee), or the child or parent of an employee's spouse or domestic partner.

Sick leave is intended as protection in the event of illness or other qualifying reasons for leave, and not as an entitlement to time off with pay. Agency management reserves the right to request proof of any claimed qualifying absences of greater than 3 consecutive days.

An absence because of illness should be reported to the supervisor by telephone two hours before the start of work on the first day of illness. The staff member is required to call in each day of absence and advise the Supervisor of the progress of recovery and the anticipated date of return to work. Failure to give notification of absence may result in disciplinary action. Each year, employees may bank unused sick days, up to a maximum bank of 40 days. This sick leave bank may then be used in the event of a serious illness that requires an extended absence from work.

No employee will be entitled to payment for unused sick days, including upon separation from employment for any reason.

**PAID FAMILY LEAVE**

New York State has proposed a Paid Family Leave (PFL) policy which will take effect for all employees working in New York State on January 1, 2018.

The plan will allow employees to take off for family medical issues and be paid for this time through a payroll deduction. The plan is funded by the employees throughout the State. Beginning on January 1st, 2018, employees that work more than 20 hours per week for the past 26 weeks or have worked 175 days in the past 12 months, will be eligible for the Paid Family Leave program.

Employees may be eligible to take up to 8 weeks of paid time off (at 50% of their weekly salary, with a state maximum).

In January 1st, 2019, the allowable time will increase to 10 weeks and in January 1st, 2020, the allowable time will increase to a maximum of 12 weeks. The plan is still being changed through the State and specific portions on how it is implemented are still under consideration.
"Family leave" shall mean any leave taken by an employee from work: (a) to participate in providing care, including physical or psychological care, for a family member of the employee made necessary by a serious health condition of the family member INCLUDING BEREAVEMENT UPON THE DEATH OF SUCH FAMILY MEMBER; or (b) to bond with the employee's child during the first twelve months after the child's birth, or the first twelve months after the placement of the child for adoption or foster care with the employee; or (c) because of any qualifying exigency as interpreted under the family and medical leave act, U.S.C.S S 2612(a)(1)(e) and 29 C.F.R. S.825.126(a)(1)-(8), arising out of the fact that the spouse, domestic partner, child, or parent of the employee is on active duty (or has been notified of an impending call or order to active duty) in the armed forces of the United States; OR (D) LEAVE TAKEN FOR THE PURPOSES OF BEREAVEMENT DUE TO THE DEATH OF A FAMILY MEMBER.

However, as of July 1st, 2017, the State has authorized employers to start deducting from employees pay checks, reimbursement for this plan. Employee contribution levels will be based on a percentage of the employee's wage, with a maximum contribution of 0.1265% of the employee's weekly wage (but not to exceed the NYSAWW or $1305.92). This contribution starting with your paycheck you will receive on July 21, 2017. If you have any questions, please contact the HR department.

**FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT POLICY**

The Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) provides eligible employees with up to 12 work weeks of unpaid leave for certain family and medical reasons during a 12 month period. During this leave, an eligible employee is entitled to continued group health plan coverage as if the employee had continued to work. At the conclusion of the leave, subject to some exceptions, an employee generally has a right to return to the same or to an equivalent position.

**ELIGIBILITY**

To be eligible for FMLA leave, an employee must have been employed by The Center for Family Support:

1. For at least 12 months (which need not be consecutive);
2. For at least 1250 hours during the 12 month period immediately preceding the commencement of the leave; and
3. At a worksite (a) with 50 or more employees; or (b) where 50 or more employees are located within 75 miles of the worksite.

**REASONS FOR FMLA LEAVE**

FMLA leave may be taken for any one, or for a combination of, the following reasons:
☐ the birth of the employee’s child or to care for the newborn child;

☐ the placement of a child with the employee for adoption or foster care or to care for the newly placed child;

☐ to care for the employee’s spouse, child or parent (but not in-law) with a serious health condition; and/or

☐ the employee’s own serious health condition that makes the employee unable to perform one more of the essential functions of his or her job.

A “serious health condition” is an injury, illness, impairment, or physical or mental condition that involves inpatient care or continuing treatment by a health care provider.

HOW MUCH AND WHEN FMLA LEAVE MAY BE TAKEN

The 12 Month Period

An eligible employee is entitled to up to 12 work weeks of unpaid leave during a 12 month period for any FMLA qualifying reason(s). The 12 month period is a rolling 12-month period measured backward from the date an employee uses any FMLA leave.

Limitations on FMLA Leave

Leave to care for a newborn or for a newly placed child must conclude within 12 months after the birth or placement of the child.

When both spouses are employed by CFS, they are together entitled to a combined total of 12 work weeks of FMLA leave within the designated 12 month period for the birth, adoption or foster care placement of a child with the employees, for aftercare of the newborn or newly placed child, and to care for a parent (but not in-law) with a serious health condition. Each spouse may be entitled to additional FMLA leave for other FMLA qualifying reasons (i.e., the difference between the leave taken individually for any of the above reasons and 12 workweeks, but not more than a total of 12 workweeks per person).

For example, if each spouse took 6 weeks of leave to care for a newborn child, each could later use an additional 6 weeks due to his/her own serious health condition or to care for a child with a serious health condition.

Intermittent or Reduced Work Schedule Leave

Where medically necessary, an employee may take leave intermittently (in separate blocks of time) or through a reduced work schedule (that reduces an employee’s usual number of hours per work week or hours per workday). FMLA leave is not available on an intermittent or reduced work schedule for care of a newborn or newly placed child. Rather, this type of leave is only available because of an employee’s own serious health condition, or to care for an employee’s spouse, child or parent with a serious health condition.
If an employee takes leave intermittently or on a reduced work schedule basis, the employee must, when requested, attempt to schedule the leave so as not to unduly disrupt CFS's operations. When an employee takes intermittent or reduced work schedule leave for foreseeable planned medical treatment, CFS may temporarily transfer the employee to an alternative position with equivalent pay and benefits for which the employee is qualified and which better accommodates recurring periods of leave.

REQUESTS FOR FMLA LEAVE

An employee should contact the Human Resources Department to request FMLA paperwork. The Human Resources Department will forward to the employee all necessary paperwork. Upon receipt of documentation, the Human Resources Department will contact the employee, their manager and director about the leave details.

When leave is foreseeable, the employee must provide the Center for Family Support with at least 30 days advance notice. If 30 days advance notice is not practicable or the timing of the leave is not foreseeable, the employee must provide CFS with notice of need for leave as soon as practicable (i.e. within 1 or 2 business days of learning of the need for the leave).

REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION

A medical certification from a health care provider will be required to support a request for FMLA leave for the employee's or a family member's serious health condition. In addition, where leave is taken to care for a family member, CFS may require the employee to provide documentation or statement of family relationship (e.g., birth certificate or court document). Medical certification forms are available from the Human Resources Department.

If the Center for Family Support has reason to doubt the employee's initial certification, CFS may: (i) with the employee's permission have a designated health care provider contact the employee's health care provider in an effort to clarify or authenticate the initial certification; and/or (ii) require the employee to obtain a second opinion by an independent CFS-designated provider at CFS's expense. If the initial and second certifications differ, CFS may, at its expense, require the employee to obtain a third, final and binding certification from a jointly selected health care provider.

During FMLA leave, CFS may request that the employee provide recertification of a serious health condition at intervals in accordance with the FMLA. In addition, during FMLA leave, the employee must provide CFS with periodic reports regarding the employee's status and intent to return to work. If the employee's anticipated return to work date changes and it becomes necessary for the employee to take more or less leave than originally anticipated, the employee must provide CFS with reasonable notice (i.e., within 2 business days) of the employee's changed circumstances and new return to work date. If the employee gives the Center for Family Support notice of the employee's intent not to return to work, the employee will be considered to have voluntarily resigned.

Before the employee returns to work from FMLA leave for the employee's own serious health condition, the employee may be required to submit a fitness for duty certification...
from the employee’s health care provider, with respect to the condition for which the leave was taken, stating that the employee is able to resume work.

FMLA leave or return to work may be delayed or denied if the appropriate documentation is not provided in a timely manner. Also, a failure to provide requested documentation of the reason for an absence from work may lead to termination of employment.

**USE OF PAID AND UNPAID LEAVE**

FMLA provides eligible employees with up to 12 workweeks of unpaid leave. If an employee has accrued paid leave (e.g., vacation, sick leave, personal leave), however, the employee must use any qualifying paid leave first. “Qualifying paid leave” is leave that would otherwise be available to the employee for the purpose for which the FMLA leave is taken. The remainder of the 12 workweeks of leave, if any, will be unpaid FMLA leave. Any paid leave used for an FMLA qualifying reason will be charged against an employee’s entitlement to FMLA leave. This includes leave for disability or workers’ compensation injury/illness, provided that the leave meets FMLA requirements. The substitution of paid leave for unpaid leave does not extend the 12 workweek leave period.

**DESIGNATION OF LEAVE**

The Center for Family Support will notify the employee that leave has been designated as FMLA leave. CFS may provisionally designate the employee’s leave as FMLA leave if CFS has not received medical certification or has not otherwise been able to confirm that the employee’s leave qualifies as FMLA leave. If the employee has not notified CFS of the reason for the leave, and the employee desires that leave be counted as FMLA leave, the employee must notify the Human Resources Department within 2 business days of the employee’s return to work that the leave was for an FMLA reason.

**MAINTENANCE OF HEALTH BENEFITS**

During FMLA leave an employee is entitled to continued group health plan coverage under the same conditions as if the employee had continued to work.

To the extent that an employee’s FMLA leave is paid, the employee’s portion of health insurance premiums will be deducted from the employee’s salary. For the portion of FMLA leave that is unpaid, the employee’s portion of health insurance premiums may be paid at the same time as if made by payroll deduction.

If the employee’s payment of health insurance premiums is more than 30 days late, CFS may discontinue health insurance coverage upon notice to the employee.
RETURN FROM FMLA LEAVE

Upon return from FMLA leave, the Center for Family Support will place the employee in the same position the employee held before the leave or an equivalent position with equivalent pay, benefits and other employment terms.

LIMITATIONS ON REINSTATEMENT

An employee is entitled to reinstatement only if he/she would have continued to be employed had FMLA leave not been taken. Thus, an employee is not entitled to reinstatement if, because of a layoff, reduction in force or other reason, the employee would not be employed at the time job restoration is sought.

The Center for Family Support reserves the right to deny reinstatement to salaried, eligible employees who are among the highest paid 10 percent of CFS's employees employed within 75 miles of the worksite (“key employees”) if such denial is necessary to prevent substantial and grievous economic injury to our operations.

FAILURE TO RETURN TO WORK FOLLOWING FMLA LEAVE

If the employee does not return to work following the conclusion of FMLA leave, the employee will be considered to have voluntarily resigned. The Center for Family Support may recover health insurance premiums that CFS paid on behalf of the employee during any unpaid FMLA leave except that our share of such premiums may not be recovered if the employee fails to return to work because of the employee’s or a family member’s serious health condition or because of other circumstances beyond the employee’s control. In such cases, we may require the employee to provide medical certification of the employee's or the family member’s serious health condition.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

For further information or clarification about FMLA leave, please contact the Human Resources Department.

Temporary Schedule Change Law

The Temporary Schedule Law allows employees who work in the City of New York for up to two (2) temporary schedule changes per calendar year as needed for “personal events.” A “temporary change” means an adjustment to an employee’s usual schedule. Temporary changes can include short-term unpaid leave, paid time off, working remotely, or swapping or shifting work hours. The Temporary Schedule Law prohibits employers from retaliating against employees who request these temporary schedule changes.

Under the Temporary Schedule Law, each year employers are required to grant an employees’ request for a schedule change on at least two (2) separate occasions, each
totaling a business day or on one (1) occasion for up to two (2) business days. Employees are not required to provide any supporting documentation nor are they subject to any minimum notice requirements.

Employees are also allowed to request additional changes to their schedules beyond the time afforded to them by the Temporary Schedule Law. While employers are not required to grant any additional request, they may not retaliate against employees for making such requests.

An employee is entitled to propose the type of temporary change that she desires, and employers must approve the proposal or offer leave without pay. Though employers may offer an employee the ability to use paid time off to meet her need for a schedule change, they are not required to do so. Moreover, employers are barred from requiring that a requesting employee use leave she earned under New York City’s Paid Safe and Sick Leave Law.

An employee’s request qualifies as a “personal event” if it is:

To provide care to a minor child or to a person living in the caregiver’s household with a disability who relies on the caregiver for medical care or the needs of daily living;

- To attend a legal proceeding or hearing for subsistence benefits to which the employee, a family member or the employee’s care recipient is a party; or
- Any reason that would qualify for leave under New York City’s Paid Safe and Sick Leave Law.

The Temporary Schedule Law generally covers all employees working in New York City. However, the Temporary Schedule Law does not cover an employee if she:

Has been employed by the employer for fewer than 120 days; or Works fewer than 80 hours in the City in a calendar year;
LEAVE OF ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY

Should a situation arise that is not covered by FMLA but temporarily prevents an employee from working, he/she may be eligible for a personal Leave of Absence without pay. However, employees must be employed for at least six months prior to the requested leave.

Any request for a leave of absence without pay must be submitted in writing and it is reviewed on a case-by-case basis by your supervisor/manager and the Program Director. The decision to approve or disapprove is based on the circumstances, the length of time requested, the employee’s job performance and attendance and punctuality record, the reasons for the leave, the effect the employee’s absence will have on the work in the department and the expectation that the employee will return to work when the leave expires.

Leaves of absence will be considered only after all vacation and personal time have been exhausted.

While on a personal unpaid leave of absence employee’s medical coverage will end on the 1st day of the month following the start of such leave. Employees will have the opportunity of continuing their benefits for a maximum period of 18 months by paying the monthly premiums as required by COBRA legislation (see COBRA policy).

Unemployment Insurance benefits cannot be collected while on a leave of absence without pay.

During the calendar year that an employee takes a leave of absence without pay, vacation credit is not accrued while on leave. Accrued vacation and personal days must be used before a leave of absence without pay will be granted.

Due to the nature of our business The Center for Family Support cannot guarantee either that an employee’s job will remain available or that a comparable position will exist when return from leave is sought. When an employee is ready to return from a leave of absence without pay, every effort will be made to reinstate the employee to his/her former position or to one with similar responsibilities.

If the position or a similar position is not available, the Company will search for a suitable position for 30 days from the date the leave was to officially end. The employee will not be paid for this time. If the employee has not been placed by the end of this period, he/she will be terminated.

An employee who returns to work following a leave will be considered as having continuous service. If an employee does not return from a leave of absence without pay, the termination date is the last day of the authorized leave period or the date the employee notifies his/her supervisor/manager he/she is not returning, whichever is sooner. Such employees may be considered for reemployment.
CFS reserves the right to deny requests for leave without pay subject to agency needs. An employee who takes a leave of absence for any purpose for a period in excess of 30 days cannot be guaranteed that their position will be held open. During leave without pay, the employee does not accrue vacation or sick time.

**OTHER ABSENCES**

**Personal Bereavement Leave:** In the event of death in the immediate family of a full-time employee, the employee may take up to five days of leave with pay. The term "immediate family" shall be limited to parent, parent-in-law, grandparent, spouse, domestic partner, child or sibling. An employee must have completed their six month initial orientation period to be eligible for such leave.

**Jury Duty:** A leave of absence for jury duty will be granted to any full-time or part-time employee who has been notified to serve. An employee on jury duty is expected to report to work any day he/she is excused from jury service.

Employees who have not yet completed three months of employment will be paid forty dollars per day for each of their first three days of jury service. Employees who have been regularly employed by CFS for at least three months will receive their full pay for up to two weeks of jury service, less any jury duty pay received from the court. Employees receiving salary continuation for jury service must sign over their jury duty checks to the agency.

Upon receipt of the notice to serve jury duty, the employee should immediately notify his/her supervisor. Upon the employee’s return, the employee must notify Human Resources and must submit a signed Certificate of Jury Service indicating the number of days served.

If the jury duty falls at a time when the employee cannot be away from work, CFS may request that the court allow the employee to choose a more convenient time to serve if he/she makes a request in accordance with the court’s procedures. The employee must cooperate with this request.
REIMBURSEMENTS RELATED TO EMPLOYMENT

Membership in Professional Organizations: Employees are responsible for all fees related to their own professional licensure or individual membership in professional organizations or societies. Employees may be requested to serve as official representatives of CFS at organizations of which the agency is a member. In all cases, decisions regarding agency membership in professional organizations will be made by the Executive Director.

Travel Per Diem: Employees authorized to use their cars for agency business will be reimbursed for their business related mileage at the rate established by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). The IRS mileage reimbursement rate is updated annually to reflect the cost of gas, repairs, depreciation and insurance. Toll charges and parking fees will be reimbursed upon submission of an expense voucher and receipts from the parking lot, garage, or toll booth. No reimbursement will be made without a receipt. Note that parking your vehicle at your regular CFS office, and the mileage from your home to the CFS work location, are commuting expenses, and per IRS regulations, are not reimbursable business expenses. Employees will be reimbursed by the agency for travel between the CFS office and service recipient’s homes, authorized conference or other program sites. Employees submit an Expense Report or Travel Expenses and reimbursements will be included in the employee’s paycheck.

TUITION REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAM

To encourage the professional and personal development of every CFS employee, the following policy establishes reimbursement for qualified educational expenses and successful completion of undergraduate, graduate and post-graduate courses in accredited colleges or universities.

All employees of CFS are eligible for educational assistance in accordance with this policy upon completion of one year of continuous employment prior to the time of course enrollment and provided that the employee is enrolled in courses which are part of a degree program. Employees must work a minimum of 16 hours per week.

Reimbursement is contingent upon the student earning a passing grade (C or better) that is accepted by the school for the credit or confirmation of satisfactory completion of the course from the school when a course is not graded.

Employees interested in participating in this education assistance program must complete the Request for Employee Tuition Reimbursement Form prior to the commencement of any coursework for which the employee desires to be reimbursed.
CFS will reimburse employees for tuition, for all passing grades with a maximum amount to be determined by budgetary constraints per semester for undergraduate studies or for graduate and post-graduate studies. An employee will not receive tuition reimbursement if they terminate employment prior to completion of an approved course. There is a limited budget allocation for this cost item and tuition reimbursements will be made on a first come basis. Depending on amount of employees enrolling and budget restraints, not everyone will be reimbursed for tuition for classes.

The employee should complete the Request for Tuition Reimbursement Form 14 days prior to each course the employee wants to take in conjunction with this program. When completed, the Request for Tuition Reimbursement Form is submitted to the Human Resource Department for review and approval.

Upon completion of the course, applicant must submit, within 45 days, legible copies of the following: (1) College/university invoice or statement indicating fees charged and the amount paid (the invoice must contain the school’s name and address. and (2) College/university grade card/report indicating the applicant’s name, quarter/semester, course name(s) and grade(s) for the term.

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PROGRAMS

The Center for Family Support has established a variety of employee benefit programs designed to assist you and your eligible dependents in meeting the financial burdens that can result from illness, disability and death, and to help you plan for retirement. This portion of the Employee Handbook contains a general description of the benefits to which you may be entitled as an employee. Please understand that this general explanation is not intended to and does not provide you with all the details of these benefits. Therefore, this Handbook does not change or otherwise interpret the terms of the official plan documents. Your rights can be determined only by referring to the full text of the official plan documents, which are available for your examination in the Human Resources Department. To the extent that any of the information contained in this Handbook is inconsistent with the official plan documents, the provisions of the official documents will govern in all cases.

Please note that nothing contained in the benefit plans described herein shall be held or construed to create a promise of future benefits or a binding contract between CFS and its employees, or their dependents, for benefits or for any other purpose. All employees shall remain subject to discharge or discipline to the same extent as if these plans had not been put into effect.

As in the past, CFS reserves the right, in its sole and absolute discretion, to amend, modify or terminate, in whole or in part, any or all of the provisions of the benefit plans described herein. Further CFS reserves the exclusive right, power, and authority, in its sole and
absolute discretion, to administer, apply and interpret the benefit plans described herein, and
to decide all matters arising in connection with the operation or administration of such plans.

For more complete information regarding any of our benefit programs, please contact the
Human Resources Department.

EMPLOYEE INSURANCE COVERAGE

Medical/Hospitalization/Life/Dental: Full-time regular employees who work thirty-five
(35) hours or more per week are eligible for health, life and dental insurance. This coverage
is available after three months of employment. Benefits and conditions of these policies are
contained in descriptive booklets which may be obtained in the CFS office. Whether or not
there is a charge to the employee for coverage depends upon the plan chosen by the
employee. The Human Resources Department can provide you with exact information on
each plan. The existence and scope of charges is changed annually.

Worker’s Compensation: All employees are covered by Worker’s Compensation which
provides benefits in case of on-the-job injury.

Short-Term Disability Insurance: All employees are covered for off-the-job short-term
disability benefits. Short-term disability benefits provide temporary income to replace, in
part, wages lost because of injury, illness, or pregnancy, which do not arise on the job.

Long Term Disability: All employees working 35 hours or more per week, after three
months of employment, will be eligible to participate in our group long-term disability
program. The Long Term Disability Program begins after the short-term disability ends. It
provides the benefit for long-term disability covering up to 60% of earnings up to the
maximum of $5,000.00 per month.

Pension Plan: This plan is paid for fully by the agency. For additional information, contact
the Human Resource Department.

A Tax Deferred Annuity (TDA) (403b) plan is available to all employees who elect to
participate. The employee makes a voluntary deduction from each paycheck. For additional
information contact the Human Resources Department.

GROUP HEALTH CONTINUATION COVERAGE “COBRA”

The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (“COBRA”) requires that most
employers sponsoring group health plans offer employees and their families the opportunity
for a temporary extension of health coverage (called “continuation coverage”) at group rates
in certain instances where coverage under the plan would otherwise end.
CFS employees who are currently covered by the Company's plan have the right to continue their current coverage at their expense in accordance with COBRA regulations if they terminate employment with us for any reason other than gross misconduct.

During the exit interview, covered employees are presented with a letter complete with the various rates and plans available to terminating employees. Employees and their covered dependents have 60 days in which to elect continuation coverage.

DIRECT DEPOSIT

As a convenience for you, CFS can arrange to have your paycheck directly deposited into your bank checking account. Direct deposit can save you the time of having to go to the bank to deposit your check. If you wish to have your paycheck directly deposited into your account send a blank check to the office with the word "VOID" written across it. The check should have your name, the name and address of the branch of your bank and your account number on it. Direct deposit will commence approximately six weeks after we receive your check.

Montauk Credit Union: All employees are welcome to join Montauk Credit Union where a variety of services are available. Some of their services include checking, savings, loans, (personal, car, mortgage). You may contact our Human Resources Department for further details.
PERFORMANCE REVIEWS

Employees are reviewed at the end of the six-month initial employment period and annually thereafter by their immediate supervisors. The performance review is to assist the employee to enhance and improve his/her professional skills and on-the-job performance. The supervisor will discuss the details of the review with the employee. The employee may prepare a written statement for the record in response to the performance review.

Employees who are promoted will have a performance review after six months in that position.

TRANSFERS AND PROMOTIONS

The Center for Family Support encourages employees to assume higher-level positions or lateral transfers for which they qualify. Toward this end, CFS has a job posting program that offers employees the opportunity to apply for positions within the agency.

Generally, employees must be in their job for at least one year before applying for a change in position. In addition, employees must have a good performance, attendance and punctuality record.

Each employee requesting a transfer will be considered for the new position along with all other applicants. Each transfer is judged on an individual basis, depending on the needs of both departments involved. All final decisions regarding transfers will be made by Management.

Employees who wish to apply for a transfer should discuss it first with their supervisor/manager to determine if their skills fit the requirements of the desired job. Employees should also feel free to discuss their career aspirations with their supervisor/manager or the Human Resources Department at anytime.

Any employee fitting the basic criteria for the position should contact the Human Resources Department directly.
TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT

Every CFS employee has the status of "employee-at-will," meaning that no one has a contractual right, express or implied, to remain in the Center’s employ. CFS may terminate an employee’s employment, or an employee may terminate his/her employment, without cause, and with or without notice, at any time for any reason. No Center for Family Support employee or representative (except the Board of Directors) has the authority to enter into any agreement for employment for any specified period of time, or to make any agreement contrary to the above.

Resignation

Employees are expected to give the Center advance notice of resignation, in writing, so that the Center can ensure a smooth transition of work and responsibilities. Employees are expected to give notice in conjunction with the amount of vacation time earned according to their job title. Accordingly, employees may need to give 1 week, 2 weeks, 3 weeks or 4 weeks, depending on their job title and vacation accrual.

CFS reserves the right, however, to accept an employee’s resignation effective immediately or at some point prior to the conclusion of the notice period.

Please note that vacation time may not be used during the notice period. Employees who resign without giving the required notice shall not be entitled to payment for any unused, accrued vacation time remaining at the time of resignation.

Involuntary Termination

Involuntary termination may result from a variety of situations, including deficiencies in work performance, misconduct and/or a violation of CFS’s policies. If an employee does not meet CFS’s standards, the Center may, under appropriate circumstances, take corrective action other than immediate dismissal. The intent of corrective action is to formally document problems while providing the employee with a reasonable time within which to improve performance. The process is designed to encourage development by providing employees with guidance in areas that need improvement such as poor work performance, attendance problems, personal conduct, general compliance with the Center’s policies and procedures and/or other disciplinary problems. Corrective action may include a written warning that identifies areas requiring remediation, placement on probation for a specified time period, or suspension. Employment will be terminated if performance does not improve after a process of progressive corrective action, or if the employee is uncooperative or otherwise engages in conduct detrimental to the interests of the Center during a course of progressive corrective action.

An employee will be subject to immediate termination, without advance notice, for misconduct or policy violations, including (but not limited to): refusal to do work reasonably expected; wrongful use of or taking agency or service recipients’ property; service recipient neglect or abuse; possession of firearms or dangerous instruments or substances;
commission of a crime on agency or service recipient premises; conviction of a felony; reporting to work under the influence of alcohol or drugs or consumption of alcohol or drugs on agency or service recipient premises.

Employees will not be entitled to notice or pay for any unused, accrued vacation in the event of an involuntary termination of their employment.

INCLEMENT WEATHER

As the Center for Family Support provides services to people who need us it is our policy to be open at all times. If weather conditions are unusually severe the offices or programs may have abbreviated schedules for that day. The Executive Director will make a decision as to whether or not conditions warrant an Inclement Weather day being declared. Unless the employee’s work site is closed for the day, only employees who are demonstratively unable to report to work will be paid for the day.

EMPLOYEE REFERRAL BONUS

We encourage employees to refer their friends to the Human Resources Department to apply for posted positions. All referred applicants must, of course, compete in an open recruitment and hiring process and must meet the qualifications required by the job for which they are applying.

If both the employee and the referred applicant continue to be employed by CFS for the following period (6 months), the employee who made the referral will receive a referral bonus of $250.00.

TELEPHONE USAGE

Office Phones

CFS’s offices have a large volume of incoming and outgoing telephone calls. Telephone service is a significant program cost. For this reason, personal calls must be kept to an absolute minimum – only in the event of an emergency or critical need. When personal calls are necessary, please limit the length of these calls. Telephone books are readily available at the offices. Please use them to look up phone numbers as directory assistance is costly.
**Personal Cellular Phones**

Employees are prohibited from using personal cell phones, beepers or other personal digital assistant devices ("PDAs") during working hours and must keep their PDAs off or on vibrate mode. Employees may use their PDAs during their break period.

Employees may not use the recording or photographic features on their PDAs on the work premises. PDAs with recording or photographic features are not permitted under any circumstances in locker rooms, rest rooms, dressing rooms or other locations where individuals would have a reasonable expectation of personal privacy.

**CFS-Issued Cellular Phones**

CFS issues cell phones to many of its employees to be used for business purposes. Staff are subject to the following guidelines with regard to use of CFS-issued phones:

a) Non-CFS-related calls are not permitted, except in the event of an emergency.

b) Personal calls are to be limited to emergencies. Employees will be required to reimburse CFS for time charges resulting from personal use of CFS-issued cell phones.

c) Cell phones are to be used solely by the individual to whom they are assigned, not friends or family members.

d) Each user is responsible for safekeeping, care and custody of his/her CFS-issued cell phone.

e) Camera phones are for photographing CFS incidents only.

f) Cell phones are to be activated with appropriate ring tones. While in the office, the ring volume should be lowered or put on vibrate mode.

g) Employees are prohibited from charging personnel cell phones at the group home residences or service recipient’s homes.

**USE OF CELL PHONES WHILE DRIVING**

CFS is aware that many employees use cellular telephones and other wireless communication devices ("cell phones") in carrying out their daily duties and responsibilities. CFS is also aware of the potential distractions that may arise when cell phones are used by employees while operating a moving vehicle, such as a van, automobile or truck ("moving vehicle"). This policy applies to employee use of CFS-issued cell phones, as well as use of personal cell phones while traveling on CFS business or in a CFS-owned vehicle.

Employees are required to comply with state and local laws that limit use of a cell phone while operating a moving vehicle. Except in a bona fide emergency, no employee is to use a cell phone while operating a moving vehicle, unless the cell phone is equipped and used with a hands-free device. Consistent with current CFS driving policy, any DMV moving violation accrued as a result of an employee's failure to comply with this policy will be the employee's responsibility.
Even with a hands-free device, while operating a moving vehicle cell phone use should be kept to a minimum, conversations should be as brief as possible, and employees should refrain from making unnecessary calls.

Employees using cell phones should always remember not to discuss confidential issues with others present who do not have a “need-to-know” such information, and that cell phone “courtesy” should be practiced at all times, i.e., when others are present, don’t talk loud or in a manner which could be offensive to others.

SOLICITATIONS, DISTRIBUTIONS, AND USE OF BULLETIN BOARDS AND ELECTRONIC MAIL

Employees may not solicit any other employee during work time, nor may employees distribute literature in work areas at any time. Under no circumstances may an employee disturb the work of others to solicit or distribute literature to them during their work time.

Persons not employed by The Center for Family Support may not solicit CFS employees for any purposes on Company premises.

Bulletin Boards and Electronic Mail: Bulletin boards and the electronic mail system maintained by CFS are to be used only for posting or distributing material of the following nature:

- notices regarding matters directly concerning Company business
- announcements of a business nature which are equally applicable and of interest to employees.

All material posted or distributed must have authorization from the Executive Director.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS POLICY

The computer hardware, software, electronic mail, voice mail and other computer or electronic communication or data storage systems (“Computer Systems”) provided by the Center are the property of CFS'. Every CFS employee is responsible for using the Computer Systems properly and in accordance with this policy. Employee use of the Center’s Computer Systems constitutes consent to all the terms and conditions of this policy. Any questions about this policy should be addressed to the Human Resources Department.

Use Limited to Business Purposes

The Computer Systems have been provided by CFS for use in conducting Center business. All communications and information transmitted by, received from, or stored in these
systems are Center records and property of CFS. The Computer Systems are to be used for Center purposes only. Use of the Computer Systems for personal purposes is prohibited.

**No Expectation of Privacy**

Employees have no reasonable expectation of personal privacy with respect to any matter stored in, created, received, or sent over the Computer Systems. The Center may monitor or review any and all aspects of its Computer Systems and all files, documents or other information contained or accessible through the Computer Systems for any reason and without the permission of any employee. This includes possible monitoring of web sites visited by employees, chat and news groups, e-mail, and blogs, as well as review of deleted files, metadata, and other electronic information stored on the Center's central back-up system or otherwise available as part of its data management. An employee does not have any greater right of privacy or otherwise diminish CFS’s right of access by using passwords or other security measures on the Center’s Computer Systems.

**Professional Use of Computer Systems Required**

All the Center’s policies with respect to workplace conduct apply equally to conduct with respect to its Computer Systems. This includes, but is by no means limited to, CFS’s policies against discrimination and harassment, sexual or otherwise, its non-solicitation policy, and its policies against disclosure of trade secrets or other confidential or proprietary information of CFS or its customers. Employees may not use the Center’s Computer Systems to download or copy copyrighted materials or another Company’s trade secrets or confidential, proprietary information.

Creation, solicitation, posting or distribution of offensive e-mail messages, computer “wallpaper” and the like violate the Center’s policies against harassment and discrimination. Although the Center may employ filters or other screening devices to block offensive, sexually explicit or inappropriate material, it generally is not possible to block out all such offensive content. Employees encountering or receiving this kind of material should immediately report the incident to their supervisor.

**Be Courteous and Considerate of Others**

Employees are reminded to be courteous to other users of the system and always to conduct themselves in a professional manner. E-mails, in particular, are sometimes misdirected or forwarded and may be viewed by persons other than the intended recipient. Users should write e-mail communications with no less care, judgment and responsibility than they would use for letters or internal memoranda written on CFS letterhead. Employees are not authorized to retrieve or read any e-mail messages that are not sent to them, absent prior approval from CFS management. Finally, employees may not send unsolicited SPAM e-mail to persons with whom they do not have a prior relationship absent the express permission of their supervisor.
Preserve and Respect Confidentiality of Internal Electronic Data

All information stored in the computer system or data files or word processing documents is to be treated as confidential information, of a proprietary nature to the Center. Only certain information printed out as a word processing document for purposes of public correspondence may be considered non-proprietary or non-confidential.

Libraries for filing word processing documents have been identified for individual use and for department use. Access to libraries not related to the performance of one’s job assignment is viewed as inappropriate behavior. Such action is similar to going through another employee’s desk drawers and files. Accordingly, such inappropriate behavior will be subject to appropriate discipline, up to and including dismissal.

Limitations on Internet Use

Although CFS recognizes that the Internet may have useful applications to CFS's business, employees may not engage in random Internet use (“surfing the net”, playing games, shopping, blogging or accessing or downloading entertainment software) during work time. CFS’s Computer Systems may not be used to disseminate, view or store commercial or personal advertisements, solicitations, promotions, destructive code (e.g., viruses, Trojan horse programs, etc.) or any other unauthorized materials. Management approval is required before anyone can use the Center’s Computer Systems to post any information on commercial on-line systems or the Internet. Any approved material that is posted should contain all proper copyright and trademark notices.

On-line Representations with Respect to the Center and Its Information

Absent prior approval from CFS to act as an official representative of CFS, employees who make reference, on the Internet (including on a blog) to CFS, CFS employees, or service recipients or customers must include a disclaimer indicating that the thoughts and opinions expressed belong to the author and do not necessarily reflect those of The Center for Family Support.

Employees may not disclose trade secrets or other confidential or proprietary information of CFS or its customers through blogs and other Internet postings. Violation of any provision of these subparagraphs with regard to on-line representations (even if posted by the employee outside of work hours and through non-Center computer systems) is grounds for disciplinary action, up to and including termination.

Maintaining and Securing the Systems

Users should routinely delete outdated or otherwise unnecessary e-mails, voice mails and computer files. These deletions will help keep the system running smoothly and effectively, as well as minimize maintenance costs.
To ensure security and to avoid the spread of viruses, employees accessing the Internet through a computer attached to the Center's network must do so through an approved Internet firewall. Accessing the Internet directly by modem is strictly prohibited unless the computer you are using is not connected to the Center's network.

In addition, files obtained from sources outside the Center, including disks brought from home; files downloaded from the Internet, news groups, bulletin boards, or other online services; files attached to e-mail; and files provided by customers or vendors may contain dangerous computer viruses that may damage the Center's computer network. Employees may not download or use these disks or files on the Computer Systems without first scanning the material with Center-approved virus checking software. If you suspect that a virus has been introduced into the Center's network, notify the IT Department immediately.

Violations of Policy

Any employee who discovers misuse of any of the Computer Systems should immediately contact the IT Department. Violations of CFS's Computer Systems policy may result in disciplinary action up to and including discharge.
COMPUTER SYSTEMS POLICY ACKNOWLEDGMENT FORM

I acknowledge that I have received a copy of CFS Center’s Computer Systems Policy. I agree to read it thoroughly, and agree that if there is any provision I do not understand, I will seek clarification from the Human Resources Department.

I understand that my use of CFS’s Computer Systems constitutes my consent to all the terms and conditions of that policy.

In particular, I understand that (1) the Computer Systems and all information transmitted by, received from, or stored in that system are the property of CFS, (2) the Computer Systems are to be used only for business purposes and not for personal purposes, and (3) I have no expectation of privacy in connection with the use of the Computer Systems or with the transmission, receipt, or storage of information in those Systems.

I agree not to use a code, access a file, or retrieve stored communications unless authorized. I acknowledge and consent to CFS's monitoring my use of the E-mail system and the Internet at any time at its discretion, including printing and reading all E-mails entering, leaving, or stored in the system.

Date: ____________________________

Signature: ________________________

Print Name: ______________________
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

I hereby acknowledge that I received and read The Center for Family Support’s Personnel Policies & Procedures Manual describing CFS policies and procedures and my benefits as an employee of the Agency. I agree to follow the policies, procedures, and work and safety rules of The Center for Family Support.

I further acknowledge that I have been given an orientation to and understand the Agency’s payroll system.

Date: __________________________

Signature: _______________________

Print Name: _____________________
OPWDD’S COMMITMENT TO PROTECTION FROM HARM

OPWDD’s mission is to help people with developmental disabilities live richer lives.

In order to support this mission, OPWDD and its provider agencies adhere to Title 14 of New York Codes, Rules and Regulations Part 624 (14 NYCRR Part 624), a regulation designed to protect people receiving OPWDD services. This regulation identifies steps to be taken when a person receiving services experiences an untoward event or situation, as described on page 2, Types of Incidents. As a result of this regulation, all providers of services must do the following:

- Ensure that staff report untoward events or situations;
- Give immediate care and protection and protect the dignity of people with developmental disabilities involved in an incident or allegation of abuse;
- Investigate why incidents and abuse occur and take steps to prevent a similar incident from happening again;
- Establish a Standing Committee on Incident Review to review specific incidents and allegations of abuse and examine trends; and
- Develop procedures and provide staff training to prevent similar incidents in the future.

This brochure gives an overview of OPWDD’s expectations regarding incidents and explains the role of qualified persons and advocates in advocating on behalf of the people we serve. Please refer to 14 NYCRR Part 624 for complete requirements of this regulation.

IS THE INCIDENT REVIEW PROCESS CREDIBLE?

- Part 624 provides the standards for incident reporting; expectations for timely investigations independent of those directly serving the person; and a Standing Committee on Incident Review within agencies.
- Members of the Standing Committee include professional staff and others, i.e., those providing direct support, and families/members of the governing body of the agency, to review incidents and investigations. If not a member, a physician or health care professional must be available on call.
- The director of the agency is not on the Standing Committee.
- The Standing Committee confirms that the agency has taken necessary corrective and protective actions; whether additional measures are necessary; whether the agency reporting/review was adequate; identifies trends and makes recommendations to the director of the agency for improvements in services and the incident process.
HOW DO AGENCIES HANDLE INCIDENT REPORTS?

Reportable incidents, serious reportable incidents and allegations of abuse are events that must be recorded, investigated, reported to designated parties, reviewed by a Standing Committee and acted upon to safeguard the well being of people receiving services. Providers must have a process to handle the following situations:

- Minor Occurrence / Agency Reportable (or similar term), a situation that requires follow up;
- Reportable Incident, a significant event or situation that endangers a person’s well being.

Providers must report the following situations to OPWDD via the local Developmental Disabilities Services Office (DDSO) in writing on form OPWDD 147:

- Serious Reportable Incident, a significant event or situation deemed to be severe;
- Allegation of Abuse, when a person receiving services is believed to have been mistreated or neglected regardless of whether the person seems to be injured or harmed. Failure of staff to stop a person from being abused is also abuse.

TYPES OF INCIDENTS...

The following incidents are either reportable incidents or serious reportable incidents depending on how severe the incidents are:

- Injury (which requires more than first aid);
- Medication Error (if resulting in adverse effects); and
- Death

Note: An Injury or Medication Error is always reportable if, as a result, the person is admitted to the hospital.

Note: all Deaths, whether expected or unexpected, must be reported to the DDSO.

The following incidents are always serious reportable incidents:

- Missing Person;
- Restraint, including the authorized use of medication or mechanical devices to immobilize the person (not manual holds); and
- Possible Criminal Act (by the person with disabilities).

The following incident may be either a reportable or serious reportable incident as determined by each agency:

- Sensitive Situations, those not covered by other categories but need to be addressed.

The following are the different types of abuse:

- Mistreatment;
- Neglect;
- Physical abuse;
- Sexual abuse;
- Psychological abuse;
- Seclusion;
- Unauthorized or inappropriate use of restraint, aversive conditioning or time out; or
- Violation of a person’s civil rights

Based on the facts from the investigation, the designation of an incident may be changed or upgraded.

When sharing the OPWDD 147, OPWDD 148 and other records/documents pertaining to allegations of abuse, providers are required by law to “redact” or edit to delete the names and identifying information regarding other individuals receiving services and employees.
WHO WILL BE NOTIFIED AND WHEN?

A qualified person or the advocate will receive telephone notice within 24 hours of the completion of the incident report (OPWDD 147), and an offer to hold a meeting with the Director of the agency or their designee, for the following categories of incidents:

- Reportable incidents deemed to be injury, medication error and death;
- Serious reportable incidents in the same categories and missing persons; and
- All allegations of abuse.
[Notification will also be made for all other serious reportable incidents but it is not required that this notice include either the telephone notification or an offer for a meeting with the director of the agency or their designee]

HOW AND WHEN IS THIS INFORMATION ACCESSED?

- A qualified person or advocate notified of an incident may request in writing a copy of the incident report (OPWDD 147) for the categories of incidents referenced in the above section and the provider will promptly send a “redacted” copy of the OPWDD 147. He or she will automatically receive a report on actions taken (OPWDD 148) within 10 days of completion of the OPWDD 147.

- For situations deemed to be allegations of abuse, a qualified person may request copies of records and documents from the provider of service, such as an investigative report or investigation summary. Requests must be in writing and can be made at any time for an allegation of abuse that occurred on or after 5/5/2007. Requests for an allegation of abuse that occurred between 1/1/2003-5/5/2007 must be submitted by 12/31/2012. A response is required within 21 days of receipt of the request if an investigation is completed and approved by the agency; OR within 21 days once the investigation is completed. These materials will be “redacted.”

- The qualified person or advocate may request additional documents related to allegations of abuse generated by OPWDD or the Commission on Quality of Care and Advocacy for Persons with Disabilities (CQCAPD). If OPWDD or CQCAPD conducted an investigation, written requests for records or documents from that investigation should be directed to the Developmental Disabilities Services Office (DDSO) or the Records Access Officer of CQCAPD, located at 401 State Street, Schenectady, NY 12305.

HOW IS AN INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED?

- Whenever an incident is reported, the agency assigns an investigator to complete an investigation. The investigator will not have been directly involved in the incident. The investigator will typically get statements from witnesses, use photographs or diagrams, identify gaps in reporting, and interview witnesses to determine a credible account of events.

- The investigator will prepare a report that includes corrective actions taken and recommendations for further action. For an allegation of abuse, a determination will also be made as follows: Substantiated; Disconfirmed; or Inconclusive.

- The investigative report is submitted to the agency’s Standing Committee for Incident Review. The Standing Committee may recommend further investigation, propose additional actions and even propose a different determination.

- Once the Standing Committee has finished its review, its findings and recommendations are submitted to the director of the agency.
If you are a member of the public who wants to report abuse of an individual who receives services in the OPWDD system, there are several ways to do so:

- If you are aware of the name of the service provider providing services to the individual, you may contact the service provider directly to report abuse. You can access the provider’s contact information on OPWDD’s website (www.opwdd.ny.gov) on its Provider Directory webpage.

- If information on the service provider of an individual is unknown, you may report abuse to the DDSO incident coordinator assigned to the service area of which the individual receives services. You can access the contact information for each DDSO incident coordinator on OPWDD’s website on its Incident Management webpage.

- Abuse may also be reported to OPWDD’s toll free Information Line by telephone at 1.866-946-9733 or online on OPWDD’s website on its Information Line webpage.

**HOW TO ADVOCATE AND PROTECT INDIVIDUALS FROM HARM**

The qualified person or advocate and service provider should work together to ensure that the person is well served and safe. The partnership can begin at a team meeting, where the person’s individualized plan for services and supports is reviewed; at that time, the team, including the qualified person or advocate, can discuss safeguards or interventions that may be required. Such safeguards often need to be individualized and specific to the person.

Particularly when unexplained injuries recur, the qualified person or advocate might ask what steps are being taken to protect the person from being exposed to the same or similar circumstances. While it is not always possible to anticipate the steps required, as they may be specific to the incident, some possible areas for discussion include:

- changes in the person’s behavior;
- the rhythm of the person’s day and week;
- use of/possible need for or change in adaptive equipment;
- any physical care, health or hygiene problems needing attention;
- clinical/medical evaluation and/or intervention that may be helpful;
- level of supervision;
- staff training and re-training efforts; and/or
- conditions in the living or service environment.